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NO ONE INJURED—No one %as believed seriously injured when a car driven
by Anthony Howard Boone, Route Seven, left the highway and struck two gas
pumps at Midway Friday, according to State Trooper Guy Turner. Boone said that
a car was turning left in front of him, and he was unable to stop. The gas pumps

caught OR fire with both pumps completely destroyed by the biaLe. A passenger In
the car, Miss Lisa K. McReynolds, 905 Maedow Lane, was not injured. Trooper
Turner said the car was headed north at the time of the accident, on Highway 641
South, at about 12:10 p.m. Friday.
(Staff Photo by David Hill

Israeli And Egyptian Officers
To Sign Peace Plan On Sunday
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A United Nations spokesman
in Cairo said today that Egyptian and Israeli officers will
meet on Sunday to sign the
Middle East peace plan.
The two combatants had been
expected to meet today, but a
hitch developed in the plan
when Israel said Friday night it
wanted "clarificution" on some
aspects of the six-point proposal.
Cairo's semiofficial Middle
East News Agency said that
Egypt has accepted the peace
accord, but it was not immediately clear whether the Israelis and the Egyptians were
talking about identical agreements.
In Tel Aviv, the Israeli state
radio said that the peace plan,
worked out through U.S. Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger during his tour of the
Middle East, would definitely

not be signed by Israel today.
The radio broadcast made no
comment about signing an
agreement on Sunday, but said
the Tel Aviv government was
dissatisfied with some aspects
of the proposal announced in
Washington on Friday.
"We want to sign," said one
Israeli official privately, -but
we want to be certain we understand what it means."
The U.N. spokesman, Rudolf
Stajduharn, said in Cairo that
representatives from Egypt and
Israel would meet at 3 p.m.
Sunday — 8 a.m. EST — on the
Suez-to-Cairo road about 60
miles from the Egyptian capital for the signing.
Meanwhile in Beirut, the authoritative newspaper An Nahar reported today that a peace
conference to settle the ArabIsraeli conflict would begin
Dec. 10 in Geneva. The newspaper quoted Western diplomatic sources as saying that

Egypt. Syria and Jordan were
expected to attend on the Arab
side
The paper did not say whether the talks would be directed
through a third party. There
was no official confirmation of
the report from either the Israel government or the Arab
countries involved.
The six-point plan, released
in Washington, was contained
in a letter from Kissinger to
U.N. Secretary General Kurt
Waldheim.
The letter said Egyptian and
Israeli representatives may
sign the pact as early as today
at a meeting in U.N.-controlled
territory along the Cairo-toSuez road.
Israeli Premier Golda Meir
on Friday night called her cabinet into emergency session to
get "clarification" on some of
the agreement's points.

Scavenger Hunt For
Canned Goods Set
By Phi Beta Lambda
The Delta Gamma Chapter of
Phi Beta Lambda will have a
scavenger hunt on Saturday,
November 17, from 6 to 10 p.m.
During the scavenger hunt they
will be collecting canned goods
from homes in the community
to distribute to needy families
for Thanksgiving.
Anyone having any canned
goods, they would like to donate
should contact Donna Ramsey,
767-8166.
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Fair with a gradual warming
trend through the period. Lows
in the 30s Monday and Tuesday, warming to the 40s
Wednesday. Highs in the 60a
Monday and Tuesday rising to
the 70s Wednesday.

Mrs. Jagoe To lb Guest Speaker
At Murray Quota Club Meeting
Mrs. Marcellus Hay Jagoe,
Jr., of Brownwood, Texas will
be the guest speaker at the
Tuesday, November 13th,
meeting of the Murray Quota
Club.
The club will meet at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray at 6:30 p.m. with a
potluck dinner. At 7:45 p.m. the
club will open the meeting to the
public to hear this outstanding
speaker and no admission will
be charged.
The Quota Club feels honored
to have Mrs. Jagoe in Murray
for this occasion. She is a native
of Texas and a retired teacher
with 34 years service. She holds
A.B. and Master's Degrees with
special studies being done at
Bethel, Maine, Universities of
Seattle, Denver, and Austin.
She is a life member of the
National Education Association
and the National Retired
Teachers Association. She is
also a member of Delta Kappi
Pi, a national honorary society
in Education.
Mrs. Jagoe holds memberships in the Business and
Professional Women's Club,
Altrusa Club, Eastern Star and
the Texas Federation of
Women's Clubs.
Upon
her
retirement
philosophi was "I will retire to
something and not from
something."
She has worked with the
Governor's Committee on
Aging and has also planned and
directed
pre-retirement
workshops for
education
bulginess and industry. At the
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In Our 94th Year

YOUTH APPRECIATION WEEK—County Judge Robert 0.
Miller, signs a proclamation designating Nov. 12 thru 18, 1973 as
Youth Appreciation Week in Calloway County. Looking on is
Optimist Larry Mayfield, Governor of Kentucky-West Virginia
District of Optimist International.
Pb" by Wilson Woolley

A Murray telephone number
will be in service for persons
wishing to donate to the
Paducah-Lions WPSD Telethon
to Stars, to be telecast from 10
p.m. Saturday, Nov 17, to 1
p.m. Sunday, Nov. 8
Pledges to the telethon may
he made by callitag Mrs.-tratalyBrandon, 753-9974
The Telethon of Stirs will
feature Michael Lepdon,
Barbara Mandrell, Corky
Threalkill, Dorothy Olsen, Stan
Hitchcock, Bob Sobo, Dan
Steele, and the Top Five, Don
Cross, as well as many talented
performers from the area

Mrs. Jagoe, Jr.
present time she is on the staff
of the National Retired
Teachers Association serving
as Assistant to the State
Director for Central Texas.
Because of her civic activities
on local, state and national
levels, several honors have
come her way. The Realtors
named her
Association
"Outstanding Woman of the
Year" for leadership in 1970.
The Quota Club, while she
was living in Port Arthur, Texas
(See Quota Club, Page

Representatives of more than
100 colleges, universities and
learned societies will join a
large delegation of state and
local officials here Monday,
Nov. 12, to participate in the
inauguration of Dr. Constantine
W. Curris as the sixth president
of Murray State University.
Included
will
be
the
presidents and directors of 14
institutions, led by Dr. James
G. Miller, president of the
University of Louisville,
founded in 1798.
Delegates will march in
academic attire in
the
inaugural procession in the
order of the founding of the
institutions they represent.
Leading the procession will be
Paul Chellgren, Kansas City,
Mo., an alumnus of Oxford
University in England, founded
in 1254. Next will be Dr. C.S.
Lowry, retired Murray State
professor, who
will be
representing Harvard
University, founded in 1635. He
will be followed by W.F. Hatcher, Paducah, an alumnus of
Hampden-Sydney College in
Virginia, founded in 1776.
Government officials will be
led by Gov. Wendell H. Ford
and former Gov. Louie B. Nunn.
It will be Governor Ford's
second time to participate in a
Murray State presidential
inauguration.
As lieutenant governor, he
was on the platform during the
ceremonies Oct. 21, 1968, when
the fifth president, Dr. Harry
M. Sparks, was inaugurated.
The other college and
university presidents and
directors expected to participate are: Dr. Robert L.
Mills, Georgetown College; Dr.
Albert N. Cox, Midway college,
where the new
Murray
president served for three years
as vice-president and dean of
the faculty.
Dr. Leonard C. Nelson, West
Virginia
Institute
of
Technology, from which Dr.
Curris came to the Murray
presidency and where he held a
similar post; Dr. Dero G.
Downing, Western Kentucky
University.
Dr. D.P. Culp, East Tennessee State University; Dr. M.
G. Scarlett, Middle Tennessee
State University; Sister Eileen
M. Eagan, Spalding College;
Dr. Adron Doran, Morehead
State University.
Dr. D.J. Clemens, Paducah
Community College; Dr.
Marshall Arnold, Henderson
Community College; Dr.
Thomas L. Riley, Hopkinsville
Community -College; Dr. Eltis
Henson, Carl Sandburg College;
and Dr. Arnold E. Wirtala,
Germanna Community College.
Vice-presidents of seven
institutions also will be in the
line of march. including Dr.
Witob- A Tesseneer, former
dean of the Graduate School at

Murray State and now vicepresident for academic affairs
at Northern Kentucky State
College. The others are:
Dr. Edward T. Houlihan,
Transylvania University; Dr.
Raymon Burroughs, Bethel
College; Dr. Alvin L. Morris,
University of Kentucky; Dr.
William W. Force, George
Peabody College for Teachers;
Dr. A.J. Richards, Kentucky
State University; and Dr. John
D. Rowlett, Eastern Kentucky
University.
Alumni will represent 40 of
the schools participating.
Other state and local officials
expected to participate include:
State Senators Carroll Hubbard, Mayfield, and Pat McCuiston, Pembroke; State Rep.
Kenneth
Imes,
Murray;
Commissioner of Parks Ewart
Johnson and State Auditor of
Public Accounts Mary Louise
Foust.
Led by the chairman, H.
Glenn Doran of Murray, the 10State
member
Murray
University board of regents and
four former members of the
board also will be in the line of
march.
Others participating will
include seven members of the

Kentucky Council on Public
Higher Education, marching
with their chairman, Gordon
Hood of Covington. With him
will be, J.D. Ruark, Frank
Vittetow, Mrs. Garnett Bale,
Mrs. John Bell, Edward
Prichard, Jr., and Dr. Michael
Gardone, a former member of
the Murray State faculty.
Although no invitations have
been mailed locally for the 2:30
p.m. inaugural ceremony in
Lovett Auditorium, Dr. William
G. Read, vice-president for
academic affairs and chairman
of the inaugural steering
committee,emphasized that the
public is invited to attend.
Dr. Elvis J. Stahr, president
of the National Audubon Society
and a native of Hickman, will
deliver the principal address. A
former Secretary of the Army,
Stahr has served as president of
West Virginia University and
Indiana University.
Ford will extend greetings on
behalf of the State of Kentucky.
Others to deliver greetings
include: Hood; William Logan
of Madisonville, president of the
Alumni Association; Murray
Mayor Holmes Ellis; David
Curtis of LaCenter, senior
(See Inaugural, Page

Activities Planned During
Children's Week, Library
The week of November 12th18th is designated as Children's
Book Week. The Calloway
County Public library Staff
would like to welcome all
children individually or as
classes during this week.
In celebration of the week,
several programs have been
planned. Monday, November
12, from 3:30 - 4:30, the film
"Cricket On The Hearth" will
be shown. It is the animated
version of the classic Dickens
story of a poor toymaker and his
daughter and the way they
spend Christmas. Because of
film's
Christmas
this
tremendous popularity, it can
only be shown at this time.
Children in elementary and
juni4- high school will particurarly enjoy this movie.
Wednesday at 10:00 and at
3:00, the regular story hour will
be held. There will be guest
storytellers.
Thursday, the film, "Brian's
Song," will be shown tsviee:
once at 3:30 and again in the
evening at 7:00. The movie is
approximately 1 and 'h hours
long and is the story of the deep
friendship between Gale
Sayers, black halfback for the
Chicago Bears, and his white
teammate, Brian Piccolo, who
died of cancer in 1970. Everyone
is welcome to attend these
showings.

New children's books will be
on display throughout the week.
"We hope the library attracts
young
large numbers of
patrons during this time so that
they may become more conscious of the enjoyment and
information that can be obtained from library materials
and programs," said Mrs
Margaret Trevathan, librarian

Football Banquet
Tickets Go On Sale
Tickets for the football
banquet honoring the 1973
Murray High School Tigers will
go on sale next week by
members of the squad, Coach
John Hina, or in the principal's
office.
The banquet will be held on
Monday night. November 19, at
6:30 in the Murray High School
cafeteria. The public is invited
to attend the banquet and the
tickets must be picked up by
Friday afternoon at the close of
school. The meal is being
catered and the price of the
tickets are 83.00 each.
David
Wells, assistant
football coach at the University
of
Kentucky will be the
speaker.
The banquet- II open to MI
parents and interested spectators at the Murray High
games. No tickets will be sold at
the door. Make plans to attend
this outstanding yearly event.

Documentary On MSU
To Be On Tv Sunday
A
30-minute
lyrical
documentary entitled ''Candles
for Fifty" depicting 50 years of
life and growth at Murray State
University will be shown on
WDSR-TV in Paducah (Channel
29)at 9:30 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 11.
Scripted and directed by
assistant
Suffill,
Larry
professor of communications at
Murray State, the tape, part
history and part fiction, is the
first documentary of its kind
produced on the campus.
'Emphasizing-student life and- the school's beginning in 1922 as
Murray State Normal School,
the production involves about 40
DONATIONS TO BAND—Bill Boyd. left, of the Peoples Bank and A.B. Simmons, Jr., right of the students and fitenIty members
Bans 01 Murray, present checks in the amount of 1500 each to Joe Sills, second from left, and Buddy and includes more than 1110
to slides of former students.
Light band directors of the Murray High School band. The money is to be used for the band's trip
to
wishing
anyone
trip
and
up
for
the
set
been
has
fund
special
A
1974.
Musical flavor is provided by 43
the Orange Bowl on Dec. 31,
parents are working on numbers dating back to the
donate may send checks to the Murray High School. Band members and their
Staff Photo by David Hill elrly 1920s.
various projects to raise hes for the drive.
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Isolation of the Aged
Attacked by Writer
By JOY STILLEY
AP Newsfeatures Writer
NEW YORK (A13) —
Older people are victims of
more discrimination than
any other group. believes Sharon Curtin. /hose experiences
during years of working and
living with them have resulted
in a book in praise of old
people and in outrage at their
loneliness.''
"Blacks. Chicanos and women are organized, visible and a
little bit threatening. and old
people will have to follow their
eaample and organize as a political force," says the author
of "Nobody Ever Died of Old
Age
.•We have a whole mythology
about old people that we all
accept pat them on the head
and give them a pacifier." says
the 33-year-old registered
nurse. She thinks that they
should "refuse to be pacified.
refuse to take nonsense from
their families and social work
ers and demand a guaranteed
income with no. social agency
interference.''

Miss Curtin became increasingly aware of the isolation and
shelving of the nation's 20 million persons over 65 as she
worked in mental hospitals and
nursing homes, lived with them
in fleabag hotels, sat with them
on park benches. ate with them
in greasy spoons and even followed the owner of "the fastest
pair of hands in New York" on
her shoplifting rounds.
As she relaxed on the bed in
her hotel room here in blue
jeans and purple sweater, her
eyes sparked indignantly from
behind huge round glasses as
she recalled some of the things
she had seen.
"I worked in a nursing home
— a posh. nice. well-run 1984
type place — but the 'clients'

SHARON CURTIN
weren't given the dignity of
names, they were all called
honey and dearie, they had no
privacy, no control over when
or what they ate They were
discouraged from becoming
friends with each other. The
institution wanted them totally
dependent on it
With an old lady who posed as
her mother Miss Curtin made
the rounds of retirement villages. "They feel like concentration camps with their high
walls and security systems,"
she says of them. "There's no
variety among the people.
4-1144111ULALAI-11-101-11-1_11..A
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There are dumb games and
dumb things to do to fill the
hours. There's nothing for
people to love outside themselves."
Raised in a small Wyoming
town with grandparents close
by and many old people as
friends, where growing old was
regarded as a natural process,
the author was surprised as she
moved about the country to
learn that the word "old" had
come into ''such awful disrepute "She was saddened, too,
by seeing the struggles of the
elderly poor to stay alive.
"Half the old people in this
country live below the poverty
level, on less than $240 a
month," she points out. "It
means they can't afford proper
medical care; they don't eat
right and that means an increase in disabilities "
After talking to people from
50 to 1011 she found that the first
realization they had that they
were old came from someone
giving them that label -Anybody who's been put out of work
even at 45 and finds it impossible to get another job
knows the prejudice against
age." she says.
She thinks old people would
do well to start consciousnessraising groups to raise their
own pride "But the poor old
people don't have time to do
anything but be old and poor,
trying to keep a roof over their
heads. the middle class people
have guilt feelings because they
have bought the idea that once
you quit being a productive
member of society you are a
supplicant. And the upper class
old are too busy trying to stay
young with wrinkle creams and
hair dyes, because they have
the money to do it."
The first thing old people
should do, Miss Curtin declares,
is realize that their problems
cross class lines and that no
matter what their backgrounds.
they are more alike than different.
"I hope my book will help
• change attitudes toward old
people.- she says. "I like being
with them. getting into their
lives and trying to understand
them.
"But I don't want to become
the world's youngest advocate
of old age, a closed one-issue
person,•" adds Miss Curtin, who
is working on a novel about
growing up in America as a
woman.
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Saturday, November le
Monday, November 12
Creative Arts Department of
Mrs. Fred Gingles will teach
the Murray Woman's Club will the lesson on "Shadow Boxes
continue its bazaar at Lit- Dried Flower Pictures" at the
tleton's until 12 noon.
Extension office at 9:30 a.m.
A benefit supper will be held
from four to seven p.m. and a
gospel singing will start at
seven p.m, at the Dexter
Community Center, sponsored
by the Dexter Homemakers
Club. Proceeds will go to the
Crippled Children's Telethon.
Brownie Swim Day will be
held from ten a.m. to 12 noon at
the MSU pool. The charge is 25
cents per person and parents
must furnish transportation for
their children.
Turkey Shoot will be at the
Calloway County Fairgrounds
from nine a.m. to four p.m.,
sponsored by pledges of Alpha
Kappa Psi and Little Sisters
pledges. Proceeds will go to the
Lions Club Crippled Children's
Telethon on Paducah TV.
Sunday, November 11

Don Allen of Dallas, Texas,
missionary to India, will speak
at the Kenty '73 Breakfast at
Holiday Inn at eight a.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Crouch
of Lynn Grove will be honored
at a reception for their 50th
wedding anniversary at the
Murray Woman's Club House
from two to four p.m. with the
Young Married Couples Class of
Salem Baptist Church as hosts
and hostesses.

Recovery Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
seven p.m.
Group III of the First
Christian Church CWF will
meet with Mrs. Kirk Pool at
7:30 p.m. with Mrs. George
Hart in charge of the program.

The Murray Music Teachers
Association will present their
students in recitals at 1:30 p.m.
and 3:15p.m. in Room 346 of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Building,
Murray State University.

Tuesday, November 13

A trap shoot will be held at
one p.m. at the Old Bailey farm,
sponsored by the Calloway
County Conservation Club,

RYAN'S Shoe Store
Murray, Ky.,

Ar and about
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Group I of First Christian
Church CWF will meet with
Mrs. Ed Diuguid, Jr., at ten
a.m. with Mrs. David Roos
giving the program.
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ALL SEATS

New Concord Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Louise
Patterson at one p.m.

754

Arts and Crafts Club will
meet with Mrs. Gussie Adams,
907 Sycamore Street, at 2:30
p.m.
Pottertowii Homemakers
Club will meet at the Holiday
Inn at ten a.m.

Thru TUE•.
* Double Karote/Kung Fu A-C-T-1-0-N I!

Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.

"TliE CHINESE
CONNECTION"
Ccior •A Notoonoi Generol Pictures Release

Plus IMAGO 111111in
ach feature shown once nitely-'"Connection 7:25
Fists 9:15
Added Sat. & Sun. Aft 'Connection'
at 3:15
. .
Children's Movie Sot. & Sun. 1 tii 3
"CLARENCE, The Cross-Eyed Lion"

Ballard-Elliott
Vows Solemnized

The Chorus of the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will have a
rehearsal at the club house at
two pin.

Murray Branch of the AAUW
will meet with Melodean Hicks,
Mr. and Mrs. William Ballard
Hardin, at 7:30 with Clara of Fancy Farm and Mr. and
Eagle as program chairman. Mrs. Linzy Bean of Murray
announce the marriage of their
children, Paula Sue and James
Donald Elliott.
Circle I of First United
The wedding took place
Methodist Church Women will October 13, in Murray, Kenmeet at the social hall at two tucky.
p.m. Note change in meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott are now
date.
at home on Murray Route Five.

Initiation ceremony for
Murray State Circle of Omicron
Delta Kappa national leadership honor society for men will
be at the chapel of the First
United Methodist Church,
Murray, at 4:30 pin. Public is
invited.

Groups of the Baptist Women
of First Baptist Church will
meet as follows: I with Mrs.
Calvin Morris and Annie Armstrong with Mrs. Jesse Spencer
at 9:30 a.m.; II with Mrs. R.W.
Churchill at ten a.m.; III with
Mrs. FrI:ar Pride at two p.m.

President's Inaugural Concert by the Murray State
University Choir and Brass
Choir, directed by Prof. Robert
Baar and Prof. Carl Mowery,
will be at 8:30 p.m. at the
University Theatre.

GOOD DINNER
Baked Fish Steaks
Faculty recital of Henry
Spinach Casserole
Carrots
Bannon,tenor, will be at Farrell
Monday, November 12
Frosted Cake
Beverage
Recital Hall, MSLI, at 8:15 p.m.
SPINACH CASSEROLE
Dorothy Moore Circle of First
Originally made with broc- Presbyterian Church will meet
MSU nursing students will
coli, this version is also good.
at the home of Mrs. Clell give
free TB skin tests from one
1 package ( 10 ounces) frozen
Peterson at 7:30 p.m.
to six p.m. at the Student Health
chopped spinach
Center.
2 tablespoons butter
Alm° School Parent-Teacher
2 tablespoons flour
Club will meet at...the school
teaspoon salt
The MSU Dames Club will
luncheon at two p.m.
White pepper to taste
meet at the SUB at seven p.m.,
1 cup milk
The Suburban Homemakers go to Thurman's Furniture for
2 teaspoons instant minced
Club will meet at the home of. program, and return to SUB
onion
44 cup mayonnaise
Mrs. Leon Adams at 7:00 p.m. for meeting.
3 eggs, sightly beaten
The
Progressive
Cook spinach according to
Newcomers Homemakers
package directions; drain thor- Club will meet at the home of Homemakers Club will meet at
oughly. Make a white sauce of Mrs. James Stahler at
nine a.m. the home of Mrs. Glenn
the butter, flour, salt, pepper
Richerson, 1602 Parklane
and milk; remove from heat
Drive, at seven p.m.
Calloway
County
and stir in onion, mayonnaise,
eggs and spinach. Turn into a Genealogical Society will meet
Faith Doran Circle of First
buttered l'-2-quart round glass at the home of Mrs. Humphrey
United Methodist Church
casserole 7,2 by 2,2 inches). Key at 1:30 p.m.
Women will meet with Mrs.
Bake, uncovered, in a pan of
Vaugh, 1615 Main, at
Leonard
hot water in a preheated 350United Methodist Women of
degree oven until a knife in- Russell's Chapel Church will two pan. Note change in date.
serted in center comes out meet at one p.m.
dean — about 30 minutes.
United Methodist Women of
Makes 6 servings.
The Sigma Department of the Palestine Church will meet at
Murray Woman's Club will ten a.m.
meet at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Ray
Paris Road Homemakers
Roberts as speaker. Hostesses
will be Mesdames Donald Club will meet with Mrs.
Keller, Clegg Austin, Allen Barbara White at one p.m.
McCoy, Thomas Hopkins, A.W.
Sunnyside Homemakers Club
This salad is easier than it
Simmons, Jr., George Ed will meet with Mrs. Van Futrell
looks Cook a large cauliflowWaldrop, and Gary Marquardt, at ten a.m.
er in one 13'h-ounce can
chicken broth for IS to 20
The Board of Directors of the
New
Providence
minutes, or until barely fork Murray Quota Club will meet at Hornemakers Club will meet
tender. Lift nut cauliflower,
5:30 p.m. at the Triangle Inn. with Mrs. James Puckett at one
place on platter with raised
edges and chill
p.m.
Continue boiling broth until
• view irk-ow11w
trit"w
it isieduced to about 'I, cup.
Chill. Near serving time,
gradually heat chilled broth
tiiir'hia5nronaisr ' • •
iiff6
Wash and trim one pint
cherry tomatoes. Place
1017 121 ByPast
around cauliflower.
MURRAY,
Spoon chicken broth.
mayonnaise sauce over cauliflower and tomatoes and
sprinkle with chopped chives.
Refrigerate. To serve, cut
cauliflower into wedges aid
top with tomatoes and sauce.
Makes six to eight servings.
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Group IV of First Christian
Women of Oaks Country Club
Church CWF will meet with
Mrs. Steve Shae at 7:30 p.m. will play bridge at rune a.m.
with Mrs. John Mark Hale in with Agnes Fair, 436-2326 as
hostess. Make reservations by
charge of program.
Tuesday noon.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
Thursday, November 15
p.m.
The Wranglers Riding Club
will have a business meeting at
The Murray Quota Club will the Calloway County Court
have a potluck supper at 6:30 House at seven p.m.
psn, at the University Branch
of the Bank of Murray. Mrs.
M.H. Jagoe, Jr., of Brovrnwood,
Texas, will speak at 7:45 p.m. at
a meeting open to the public.

Mr. and Mrs. Oury Smith will
celebrate their golden wedding
anniversary with an open house
at the home of a son, Kenny
Smith, Kirksey Route One,from
two to four p.m. The family
requests no gifts.

-

G

Wednesday, November 14
Ladies day luncheon (Italian)
will be served at Murray
Country Club at 12 noon with
Inaugural luncheon for Dr. Mrs. John R. Paulk as
Constantine W. Curtis will be at hostesses' chairman. Bridge
12 noon at the Ballroom of will be played at nine a.m. with
Waterfield Student Union hostesses being Mrs. Venela
Building, MSU followed by Sexton and Mrs. Conrad Jones.
ceremonies at 2:30 p.m. in
Lovett auditorium, reception at
Harris Grove Homemakers
four p.m. at Ordway Hall, and Club will meet at the home of
ball for students only at SUB Mrs. Don Osmus at one p.m.
ballroom from eight p.m. to one
8.M.
South Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Wranglers Riding Club will
have a skating party at the Mrs. Lorraine Maggard, 807
Benton Skating Rink at seven North 20th, at ten a.m. Each one
bring a sack lunch.
p.m.

Salad
spectacular

4,
0

Court Square

Mattie Bell Hays Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
will meet at the social hall at
seven p.m.

Murray Stet Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.

- Showcase

Mother
Goose
Fashions
Bel Air
Shopping
Center

"1149,EY!
s SyyN,
F1J#9! BEAUTIFUL!
PIRA MOUNT PICTURES rm..
• 111•11
The

ZEFFIRELL1

ROMEO
eJULIET
WOG.

41100tleigttAll
LATE SHOW Tonite & Sat. 11:40 p.m.
Rated I X] 18 Of Over Only

SHUILEY SMITH
is

OWNIER
.

RAF. WIIlt4,1 KA(

111110111111.11111111111111111.1111111111111.1111111111

JOHNSONS
Open Mon. thru Sat 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Open Sunda Noon — Limit Rights Reserved
Prices Good

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Only!!
Butterball

Turkeys

10 lbs.

89.

& up

Van Camp

Tuna
Corn
Land 0' Lakes

32 Ounce

KENTuCKY 42071
Tdsphonto 502 2534541

Opening Tue,,day, Nov. 13

rimer imam IRIS

Cokes

61
/
4-oL

White
Cream Style
No. 303 Can
plus deposit

Of

6/1
6/s1

bottles
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Trap
Shoot

=Mt_

by Jerry Allen

The Calloway County Conservation Club will hold a trap
shoot, Nosember Ilth from 1
until dark. Everyone
p.m.
elcome.

1. There are differences of
Opinion about the effectiveness
of commercial deer scents.
Many successful deer hunters
never use them, but on the other
hand it's better to smell like a
deer (or almost anything else)
than like a human being-at least
when you're hunting whitetails.
Apply the stuff sparingly,
however. If you don't have the
commercial deer lure and
someone has killed his deer, you
can use the real thing instead of
store-bought scent. Just rub the
scent glands of a freshly
dressed deer on your boots and
boot soles.

Ronnie Fox holds a buck for the camera. He took the deer in
Calloway County on the opening weekend of Kentucky's season.

Save Your Skin

2. A good substitute for deer
lure, if you don't like its odor, is
Slipping silently through the
ordinary oil of anise or anise underbrush, the giant of a deer
flavoring. Although it doesn't stops and sniffs the air as if
smell like a deer to a deer, it something was askew. One
does mask numan scent, and its more step and he'd be in the
odor is somewhat like that of clear. Holding the gun tightly to
fermenting apples, which deer your shoulder you take a deep
love. Drugstores sell oil of breath to calm your nerves.
anise, and many supermarkets Slowly the buck eases forward
sell anise flavoring.
and your reflexes reach your
finger. At the roar of the gun the
buck drops. The trophy of your
3. Hunting deer from a stand Life is yours at last.
is most effective from dawn to
more
when
is
Now
mid-morning when deer are prospective deer trophies are
ambling up the slopes from ruined than any time, so
their noctural feeding areas to procede with caution and follow
their higher, more-concealed a few simple rules for saving
bedding grounds and again in the memories of a lifetime.
late afternoon when they filter
First, don't cut the throat.
down to feed. Good stands are This is a useless feat; because
along beechnut flats and ridges, its been proven that the deers'
the edges of apple orchards, heart stops pumping imcedars, pines, firs, mediately and blood circulation
near
hemlocks, sumac or good falls stops in less than half a minute.
of white acorns-or near a well- It also ruins the best trophy
used deer run that is easily you've ever had. Field dressing
recognizable from the tracks. is enough to release all localized
Station yourself a little distance blood in the body cavity.
from the run so that you'll be
Now you've got your deer
able to see the deer in enough home after a long exasperating
shot.
broadside
time to get a
day and its hanging in the big
location is
Another good
oak on the corner of the yard.
wherever saplings show plenty "Don't ruin it now!" Make sure
marking
s
rubs-scar
of buck
you cut the cape far enough
places where deer have behind the neck to allow for
polished their antlers. Try to be
stationed higher than where the
deer will be, for deer seldom
look for danger from above.
Pat Scott displays a big grin and a big eight point deer he took opening morning of the Kentucky This is the reason that tree
stands are often used.
deer season.

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN
New Stock Firearms
Fishing — Reloading — Archery
and Hunting Equipment

0116P6
Williams Radiator
& Glass Co.
-The Shop With The Experience'
Over 500 Windshields in Stock. Complete line of
plate glass, window glass & mirrors.

REPAIRS ON ALL TYPES OF RADIATORS
Phone 753-5524
1107 Chestnut
all Mil
I= NM

tlb

753-3226

Eating Is A Family Affair

TAYLOR MOTORS
4th & Poplar
"West Kentucky's Transportation Center"

6-12 Mon.-Sat
6-1 Fri. & Sat

red

Closed Seasons

„
.„.
„..
lie
Chemical Co.
Inc.
'Prompt, 'Efficient Service Is
Our Major Business"
Your Perscription Carefully &
rfilizer Accurately Filled

HUTSON

Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th SL

the
Larry Lockhart, of 418 South 8th Street, proudly displays
New
enough for the -..-iermist.
buck he took over the weekend. The buck was taken in the
Usually the best rule to Concord area with a 30-06 rifle.
remember is, cut the cape
behind the shoulder joint even
with the front leg, for a full
shoulder mount. Cut the cape
loose gently and if any skin cut
is to be made, make sure it is on
the back of the neck. It's best to
The slob hunter is a vandal.
peel the skin off and take the
Kentucky's hunters should
He shoots highways signs,
whole head to the taxidermist. remember that there is a closed
buildings, and livestock. He
Now, no doubt, you'll want a season on all wildlife from Nov.
cuts
fences, doesn't close gates,
deer skin rug. Simply skin the 1 through midnight Nov. 14.
and leaves a trail of litter to •deer in the conventional
The only exceptions to this ge
••
mark his passing.
manner, slitting down the rear general closed season are:
is
The
slob
a
hunter
menace.
legs and peeling the hide away
- The shake-out season or
He endangers himself and his
with the aide of a knife. Now slit raccoon and opossum, which
companions with his disregard
bone,
the
continue
remove
will
and
the tail
opened 'Oct. 22,
for the rules of safe gun hanthis will save you a few dollars through Nov. 14. Hunters may
dling. To the slob, anything tat
take these two species with dogs
with the taxidermist.
flies, walks, or even rustles
guns,
carry
not
may
only, and
nearby bush is a target. 4'.7,
Now that you've got your skin slingshots, or other weapons. some
His
daily
bag may include a
off and its laying on the ground
—The statewide goose season, songbird, a
farmyard cat. an
hair down. Scrape all excess fat which will run from Nov. 12
owl,
or
even
anoth4 hunter.
rub
and
and loose meat away
through Jam. 20.
The slob hunter is an outlaw.
about two pounds of salt into the
—The gun deer season, which
For him, game laws are made
whole hide. Let this set over- opens Nov. 3 and runs through
to be broken, and he takes
up
it
night after you've rolled
Nov. 7, in all counties except
delight
in boasting to his budwith the hair inside center. Next Jackson and Owsley.
dies how he outwits con- 14.1
morning when the hair follicle
This two week closed season
servation officers. Like other Is;
has set as a result of the salt; is a busy time for hunters—a
outlaws, he has no respect for t
water will have been drawn time for making last minute
the rights of others and will
from the skin. Repeat the preparations. Hunters can
claim
other hunters' game as
with
again
salting operation
utilize the time by securing
his own.
fresh salt and your hide is ready permission to hunt on private
The slob hunter is — a slob.
for the taxidermist.
farmlands, checking the conis perhaps no other
There
in
dition of firearms, getting
word which so
printable
some last minute target
adequately describes one who
practice or dog training, buying
"skybusts," who shoots at a
licenses, deer tags, and duck
duck hopelessly out of range,
stamps.
ly crippling it, or who fires Si- •
But it should also be itiraY
careless and hasty shot at a
your
thinking, for examining
deer and then will not follow the
attitudes towards hunting, a
wounded animal because it is
time to ask yourself bluntly and
too much trouble
or
sportsman,
a
I
honestly,"Am
Fortunately, the slobs are in
a slob?"
the minority. Still, it is time for
There are slob hunters, and the true sportsmen of the state
all to often these are the ones to dedicate themselves to the
the public sees and hears about. proposition that the slob should
The slob hunter is responsible, become an extinct species.
either directly or indirectly, for
Report his depredations to the
the growing number of posted local conservation officer,
signs which close good hunting refuse to be an audience for his
lands. He is also responsible in a braggings, and decline all inlarge part for the increasing vitations to hunt with him. He'll
opposition to all hunting, an get the message, and the sooner
near
Sunday
took
he
buck
whitetail
the
Terry Orr is shown with
opposition which could lead to he does the better off the true
Hazel . The deer sported a nice rack with a large spread. Terry
outlawing the sport outright.
hunters of Kentuck will be.
took the deer with one shot from his 30-30 rifle.

Located W Railroad Avenue

Phone 753-1372

FISHERMEN
—Drop by and look over our selection of
-Fishing Tackle and Supplies

4ca.z,43:)4z110-4;.c1- -43Dc8p43:›

Izt

If

Johnson

Complete Boating
Supplies
753.3734
WY. 94 E.— Murray, Ky.

FENTON & HODGE
753-4469

George Hodge, Owner
1611db
"
es*44:4611 r54W4
r'
HUNTERS-FISHERMEN:
Get To Where The Action Is!

Jeep Puts You
There!

Cain & Treas
Sales

Motor
806
753-6448
oldwater Rd
itiKefire`" AmericarlMotors Dealer

Sales
Service-Parts
Duo-Craft

you're a hunter, ask about our selection of guns

205 So. 5th

Guns,
Remington-Browning
Winchester

We carry the Wilson line of
Sporting Equipment for all sports

lb.

Check Big K For

WARD-ELKINS
Our New Gun Department
Now Open!

Shells
Remington-Federal
Winchester
Hunting & Fishing Licenses
Fishing equipment
Camping equipment
Archery equipment

Caldwell
Vending Co.
Jodustrial. Si. Institutional
Full Line Vending

All Makes Of Guns
We'll Trade For Anything!

COLLEGE Farm Road
753-8859
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Water Standards Regulations For
Kentucky Streams Passes Committee

Editorial

Waylon Rayburn,

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — A
controversial regulation classifying all but the smallest of
Kentucky's streams so they will
be kept clean enough for swimming has been approved by a
legislative committee.
Despite objections by Asst.
Atty. Gen. David Short and several environmentalists, the Administrative Regulation Review
Committee indicated it had no
grounds for doing anything except approve it.
The committee can disapprove regulations submitted
by state agencies only if it determines that they exceed the
agencies' authority or are contrary to state law. The threeman committee, which has no
power other than to delay a
regulation for 30 days, indicated it felt the regulation did
not violate either of those requirements.

1904-1973
Many things could be written' describing the
contributions Waylon Rayburn gave to Calloway
County in his 69 years on this-earth, but none of them
would be good enough to express his true worth to
this community.
He served his community, the State of Kentucky,
and the nation as a whole as an elected official and
as a private citizen in private business, with an
intergrity second to none.
We are saddened by his death and extend our
sympathies to his family. We hope the burden Judge
Rayburn's family feels at his death is. eased
somewhat by the knowledge that his life arade a
worthwhile and lasting impression on this community and its people. He led the type of life that
could be used as a model for others yet to serve.

State Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Commissioner Thomas Harris
adopted and filed the regulation
after it was approved by the
environmental quality commission, a citizens advisory panel.
An official in the Federal Environmental Protection Agency
has said that agency would consider approval by the legislative panel sufficient to approve
federal money for municipal
sewage treatment plants in
Kentucky.
EPA regulations say a state's
plan has to be approved as to
its legality by the state attorney general before that agency
will approve federal funds for
projects in the state.
Atty. Gen. Ed Hancock, however, has refused to give his
approval, saying the regulation
is contrary to state law because
it would not apply to "all waters" in the state, including the
very small streams.

Ten Years Ago Today
Army FTC Gary W. Humes is serving with the
U.S. Army in Germany.
Murray High School beat Fort Campbell 45 to 6 in
a football game yesterday, while Murray State
College lost to Middle Tennessee 14 to 7 in a game
here.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Dora Elizabeth
Williams, age 72, and Little Miss Leslie Elkins, age
four,
Bob Thomas, noted author and floral consultant,
will be special speaker at the Nature's Palette
Garden Club Symposium on November 20 at the
Murray Woman's Club house.

WHOIS COME BETWEEN US?)

MIDEAST ADDS TENSION

NATO could slip on oil

20 Years Ago Today
The number of polio cases in Calloway County has
now reached a definite total of twelve. They are
Dennis Tidwell, Kenny Lee Oliver, Barry Jan
Thomas, Louis C. Kerlick, III, Gedric Paschall,
Janice Jourden, Robert Allen Jourden, Ronald
Wayne Spann, Max Jones Workman, Mrs. Rex
Alexander, Michael Lovins, and Linda Idella
Ferguson. Tripp Thurman has been diagnosed as
having encephalitis and W.D. Kelly of Lone Oaks,
formerly of Calloway County, also has polio
Advance prices by grades for types 23 and 35
tobacco were announced today by the Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Association.
Robert Young, president of the Murray High 4-H
Club, will attend the National 4-H Club Congress at
Chicago November 28 to December 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Miles are visiting their
daughter, Mrs. C.R. Outland and Mr. Outland of
Detroit, Mich.

30 Years Ago This Week

Time will tell how much the Soviet Union has gained in the way
of influence in the Middle East by
responding generously with
weapons for its Arab "client" in
the new war with Israel. The Soviet investment will pay off even
more handsomely if the U.S. airlift of weapons to Israel, undertaken only when the magnitude of
the Soviet supply effort was revealed, creates new tension between Western Europe and the
United States of America.
Some of our allies in Europe immediately tried to wash their
hands of U.S. support of Israel.
West Germany even tried to stop
Israeli-bound shipments of arms
from U.S. depots in Germany. It
is obvious this rush to proclaim a
policy of "neutrality" was less a
matter of neutrality than an effort
to stay on the good side of Arab
countries that supply Western Europe with oil.
This new potential for strain
within the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization comes at a bad time.
NATO representatives are resuming negotiations with the
Warsaw Pact for a mutual reduction of forces in Europe. NATO
needs to solidify its ranks, not to
open new wounds.
Western Europe is taking strictly i short-range view if it believes
being associated with U.S. support of Israel is endangering its
access to Mideastern oil. True,
Arab leaders may try to use an oil
embargo or the threat of one to influence European policy the same
way they have tried to influence
U.S. policy. What the Europeans
must ask themselves, however, is
how reliable their supplies of oil
from the Middle East would be in
the long haul if the Arab countries

Bible Thought For Today
While the earth remaineth, seedtime and harvest,
:! and cord and heat and summer and winter, and day
i; and night shall not cease.—Genesis 8:22.
: The reliability of Cod gives our life a solid foundation.
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The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Pitewspapar

highways.
State Police Director Les
Pyles said the lower limits
would require more in the way
of enforcement, but that they
would save fuel and reduce accidents.
Pyles predicted the public
would cooperate. "'They generally respond favorably in time
of need," he said. Tom Maxedon, executive director of the
Kentucky Petroleum Council,
said the council "likes the 50mile-an-hour idea because it
would save 25 per cent on
fuel."
In Owensboro, School Supt.
James Hilliard said if there
were complaints about lowered
thermostats in city schools he'd
write parents and ask them to
dress - their —de-hirer inoee
warmly.
Fayette County Judge Robert
Stephens said he is seeking approval of the county commission for some energy cutbacks.
He said they would include lowering office temperatures, staggering shifts on cold days, and
uss of car pools.

„_;

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

••5'/

4-4:01sv

FOR SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1973
Look in the section in which hints that someone you admire
your birthday comes and find considers you very attractive.
what your outlook is, according Follow up!
to the stars.
SAGITTARIUS
/vs, -ail (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
ARIES
'it(17
Enthusiasm must be properly
(Mar. 21 t,o Apr. 20) V
Some complexities indicated. channeled to be effective. Do
However, your ability to move not go to extremes on this
in tight spots and maintain generally stimulating day.
equilibrium through heavy seas CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
can see you through.
If it will help to clear up a
TAURUS
situation in sensible fashion,
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
A chance now to see things in don't turn down any feasible
quiet perspective. Stand back to suggestion. But discriminate
review activities — but only between the astute and the rash
those concerned with the AQUARIUS
present; forget the past.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
GEMINI
Don't leave yourself open to
( May 22 to June 21)
needless criticism. Know what
Avoid a tendency toward you MUST do and HOW to go
wishful thinking. Realism and about it. With others observing
objectivity needed in all your example, you could be a
situations. Optimism, too!
potent influence.
CANCER
PISCES
)
-- (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
(June 22 to July 23) 031C
Don't waste time with inefLook out for persons who
fectual motion. You may not downgrade your ambitions. Do
have the cooperation you hoped not let them influence you. Keep
for but you can, MUST deal with plugging toward the achievethings as they are.
ment of goals you KNOW are
LEO
worthwhile.
(July-?4 to Aug. 23) '
121'g
YOU BORN TODAY are
You have better planetary endowed with a brilliant ininfluences than most, but you tellect, tremendous ambition
could still miss out on op- and a dynamic personality. You
portunity if you are careless, should have a scientific
Indifferent. So
Head up!
education since you have the
VIRGO
talent needed to excel in many
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
of its branches, notably
Be sure before you tackle a chemistry, engineering and
"way-out" project or brand new medicine. However, your inventure. But do not doubt your tense desire for wealth and
ability to handle one. Just be power may lead you into the
sure of facts and be guided by business or financial worlds,
logic.
where you would probably
LIBRA
become a leader. Other fields in
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
which you could reach an enA hectic day, which promises viable success: literature and
new and exciting romantic the theater. Either would give
experiences. Be careful not to you a marvelous chance to
"go overboard," however.
dramatize your emotions.
SCORPIO
Birthdate of: Thomas Bailey
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
Aldrich, Amer. author; Maude
Romance is in your picture, Adams, world-renowned actoo. You'll get unmistakable tress.

Your Individual Horoscope

State Begins Energy Conservation Measures

Thermostats were set at 66
degrees in the Federal Building
at Bowling Green Thursday,
the Glasgow Chamber of Commerce met to decide how much
lighting should be used in holiday decorations, and custodians
at Owensboro schools were told
to "lower the thermostats to 70
degrees and leave them there."
Those actions and others
were taken in response to President Nixon's plea Wednesday
to save energy wherever possible.
Some public offices were a
bit cooler and darker around
the state, although the reaction
was less noticeable among
state agencies because of an
energy conservation program
launched last summer by Gov.
Wendell
'
••
Ford hasn't acted yet on the
President's request that all
governors seek 50 mile-per-hour
speed limits in their states. A
Kentucky Bureau of HighWays
spokesman estimated it would
take at least a month to change
speed signs. He said the
changes would be made first on

Short maintained the smaller mental quality commission durstreams "could be grossly pol- ing which the changes in the
luted all along their lengths and new regulation were approved.
only at the point of intersection
But Harris said the meeting
with a stream shown on the was legal, with minutes, and
map would they be required to had to be done by telephone bemeet the same standard as a cause of the urgency of the
sewage plant outfall on a matter. Approval of federal
stream shown on the map."
grants to sewage treatment
Short also challenged the le- plants in Kentucky is riding on
gality of a telephone conference adoption of the regulation, he
among members of the environ- said.

succeed in overwhelming Israel in
a war they know they could not
win without the support of the Soviet Union.
The collapse of Israel and a final triumph of the Arab cause
would send shock waves far beyond the Middle East. It would
complete the Soviet penetration of ;
Harris disputed that position.
He cited a change added to the
the Eastern Mediterranean and
regulation this week which said
North Africa, with all this implies
nr"
all discharges to waters not
for the security of Western Eushown on the map used for the
rope. Moreover, the huge oil renew regulation still had to comserves now under control of indeply with "all use" requirements
pendent Arab countries would be
in another regulation.
drawn into the Soviet web as the
And Harris said the water in
the smaller streams would
Russians demanded their pay-off
have to meet the full standards
for the Arab victory they had
In the new regulation by the
made possible.
time it got to their intersection
It is these long-range issues that
with a stream shown on the
make the Arab-Israeli war a
map.
strategic confrontation between
The reason the water in the
East and West no matter how sucsmall streams does not meet
cessful we are in preventing a diall the requirements at the outrect military face-off in the Midset, Harris said, was that only
dle East between the United
water with a sustained flow
could meet the dissolved oxyStates and the Soviet Union. The
gen and temperature standfate of Israel is actually of more
ards. While the small streams
importance to Western Europe, in
would not meet those two
terms of security and the availaFrances Drake
standards, they would not be
bility of oil, than it is to the United
polluted, he said.
States.
FOR MONDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1973
If the new regulation were
Some of our European allies
made to apply to all waters, he
Look in the section in which thought could, quite unexsaid, it would mean his agency
are said to be piqued by the
your birthday comes and find pectedly, open new doors to
would have to process thouwhat your outlook is, according progress. Pull it out of your
single-handed manner in which
sands of exemption proceed- to the stars.
files.
the United States stood by Israel
ARIES
ings, which he said would take
even to the point of a military
SAGITTARI
US
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
three years.
alert to avoid a dangerous shift in
You may be able input over a (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) "
Some challenges indicated,
And because the federal EPA good deal, conclude a profitable
the balance of power in the Middle
but the clever and ambitious
has no "workable exemption agreement. At least,
steps Sagittarian
East. Those allies are so preoccushould best them
proceeding," he added, such a toward this end can be initiated.
pied with looking out for what
change would "stop develop- But don't press: maneuver easily. In fact, they could give
they see as their own immediate
you quite a "kick."
ment in two-thirds of the com- cautiously.
national interests that they may
CAPRICORN
monwealth because federal per- TAURUS
mits could not be issued."
have lost sight of the fact that the
(Apr. 21 to May 21) dira7iTY' (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Advancement may be fracShort reiterated his earlier
Some persons may act in a
leadership and strength of the
objections to the regulation, manner not fully anticipated. tional, but remain constant,
United States, buttressed by the
saying it still would not apply Do not let this throw you off steady at the wheel. Be sure
solidarity of the Atlantic alliance,
equally to "all waters" of Ken- balance or offset your innate your energies and talents are
are all that is holding their world
tucky, as he said is required by tolerance and understanding. directed into constructive
channels.
together.
GEMINI
state law.

Complete unofficial figures from Kentucky
counties show that the Republicans made a clean
sweep of all state wide offices in the general election. Simeon Willis is the new governor of Kentucky.
?• Pre-Pearl Harbor fathers will be listed among the
men in the December call for the armed services,
said Mrs. Mary Neale of the local draft board.
Deaths reported are Thomas Jefferson Smith, Dr.
Clement Goode, and Roley Cornelius McIntosh, Jr.,
infant son.
e
5 The 105th annual Memphis Conference of
the
jMethodist Church is being held at the
Murray
1
:Methodist Church here this week. Rev. T.H. Mullins
is host pastor for the 205 pastoral charges in West
:. Kentucky and West Tennessee.
. Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ellis
:' Dick on November 10, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Roy
Hartsfield on November 5, and a girl to
Mr.
and
Ralph Bogard on November 9.
Miss Benny White was crowned as basketball
:. queen at Hazel High School. Miss Leta
Gray
:. Brandon is junior queen.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS the parkways and interstate
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Bill DeWitt, presi&nt of the
Owensboro downtown merchants' association, said
thought is being given to burning Christmas decorations only
four hours a day, from 5 to 9
p.m.
Bowling Green City Mgr.
Paul McCauley said he's issued
instructions to city offices.,to
fellow the. lead of federal offices and lower thermostats to
68 degrees. Lights in city hall
would be dimmed as well, he
said.
McCauley said public vehicles in Bowling Green will be
restricted to the 50-mile-an-hour
limit and the city will meet
with power companies soon to
decide whether there should be
any lights burning in Christmas
decorations.
•

•

,

•
,

•

--•-

•

-•

any more," he said, "we'll
all
freeze to death."
President Nixon also urged
the nation to go on Daylight
Savings Time year round. But
Central City Mayor C. G. Bastin had doubts about that recommendation.
"People would just get up
earlier and turn on their heat
and lights a lot earlier," he
said.
A spokesman for Sen. Marlow
Cook, R-Ky., said Cook also opposes adoption of the measure,
but does favor the 50 mile
speed limit. Sen. Walter HudWeston, D-Ky., observed that
some people think the President should ration fuel and
:beating -GU.

Hopkinaville city agencies
"We have to wait and see to
will be ordered Saturday to what extent the President's
rec-

save energy in every way possible, according to Mayor
George Atkins, Jr. But Christian County Judge Grady Ruff
isn't planning to lower the thermostat at the Courthouse.
If we turn down the heat

ommendations affect the situation," Huddleston said. Some
people are reluctant to accept
voluntary restrictions, he
added, "so it may be necessary
to go beyond the voluntary
stages."

(May 22 to June 21) n h'7
There may be more to this
day than is obvious at first, so
dig deep for hidden treasures,
and have faith that you will
succeed. Don't overshoot safe
marks, however.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 231
Your incentive and vigor
should be at a peak now.
Creative urges will also be
strong, and may impel you to do
something unusual and outstanding.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4.f2
There's a tendency now to
take off on tangents or useless
ventures if you do riot keep your
mind on immediate objectives.
Let moderation be your
keyword. qs
VIRGO
wro
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 ''r
Willingness to listen even
though you "know the answers"
will pay off in unexpected but
delightful ways. You can attain
new friends, prestige,
LIBRA
Sep. 24 to Oct 23)
Some planetary restrictions.
Be cautious in making investments, and DO control
emotions. Some situations will
call for unusual tact.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt.t .
A suggestion to which you
have not given much previous
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AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You'll do best now if you
cooperate with the plans of
others instead of insisting on
your own. Some friction
possible otherwise.
(Feb. 20 to Mar.20)
Conceara te on sub
(
)
staiti:
al
and pertinent matters. Avoid
unwise involvements and
complications, but do not
sidestep problems which MUST
be handled.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with keen mental
faculties — often tending
toward the investigative and the
inventive. Your words and
writings may tend toward the
unuslal, to be picture-phrased
— and this quality, coupled with
your natural joyousness of
expression, would lend exceptional beauty and appeal to
your writing,should you take up
authorship as a career. You also
have an 4ffinity„for science and
may have a positive genius for
mechanics so, given even a fair
education, there are many
fields open to your talents. Try
to avoid tendencies to be sharpspoken with those of lesser
ability than yourself. Birthdate
of: Princess Grace, Her Serene
Highness of Monaco (former
film star Grace Kelly).
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Lakers. ()lien Season With Impressive
Win Over Sedalia Lions 87-42 Friday
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BLOCKED SHOT—Greg Howard (22) got a hand on this ball as Bob Cavitt of Sedalia tried a shot
against the towering Laker defense. Howard got 30 points as the takers demolished Sedalia 87-42
last u.gtit at Sedalia.
Staff Photos by David Hill

Tilghman Squeaks
Past Madisonville
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Top-ranked Paducah Tilghman earned a berth in the
Class AA semi finals Friday
night, squeaking past Madisonville 2-0 for the Class AA First
Region title in a defensive
battle.
The lone score of the game
came late in the final period
when defensive end David
Chatellier tackled Madisonville's Hugh Williams in the
end zone for a safety. Then,
with 20 seconds showing on the
clack; Bob Blackmon tackled
Williams, forcing a fumble and
allowing Tilghman to run out
the clock on its Ilth victory of
the season.
Tilghman faces Meade County next Friday night at Paducah.
Meade County made it to the
semifinals with a 14-8 victory
over Somerset for the Second
Region AA title.

In the Third Region, Lexington Bryan Station downed Dixie
Heights 13-7 and will face the
winner of tonight's Boyd C0111Ety-Corbin game at Corbin.
In Class AAA action, Louisville Thomas Jefferson downed
Valley 34-10, while Southern
downed Seneca 12-0. Southern
and Thomas Jefferson meet
next week for the Class AAA
county finals.
Also in Class AAA, Bishop
David rolled over Central 27-0
to earn the Louisville District
Two title and will go up against
Trinity for the city title next
week.
In Class A, Todd County Central upset Glasgow 14-13; Paris
downed Bardstown 14-8; Louisa
downed Shelbyville 27-10 and
Elkhorn City blanked Lynch 70.
Todd County Central meets
Paris next week, while Louisa
meets Elkhorn City.
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SCOTT DRUG
I
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
,

I
4

At Paris, Coach Homer
Goths, whose squad entered the
game tied for first in the Class
A poll, was pleased at the victory-but not the officiating.
"I've been in coaching seven
years," he said. "And this is
the first time I've ever complained in public about officials. And I hope it is the last."
Coins complained of two pass
interference penalties which led
to Bardstown's score and also
objected to one of the fumbles
which officials ruled Paris had
lost.
Paris dominated the first two
quarters, asManzell Robinson
ran 71/ yards for the first score.
Robinson later charged four
yards for the second tally.
Bardstown's score came on a
four-yard run by Joey Downes.
Goins had the most praise for
running back James Fomas,
calling him a "fine, consistent
player."
At Fort Mitchell, Bryan Station stopped previously unbeaten Dixie Heights one foot short
of the goal-line with 27 seconds
to go when Emmanuel Bell
tackled the Dixie Heights carrier. "I knew I had to stop
him," Bell said. Bryan Station's James Clay fired two
touchdown passes for the Lexington team.
Glasgow, which was tied with
Paris for first in the Class A
poll, attempted a two-point conversion while trailing by one
point with less than two minutes remaining. But quarterback Randy Hampton, who attempted to pass, was forced to
run with the ball instead and
failed to make it, allowing Central to maintain the upset.

i
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
.
— Open 12:00 A.M. TM 6 P.M. —

A.................
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Kentudy
Playoffs

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Friday Night's Playoff Results
Class A . .
First Region-Todd County Central 14, Glasgow 13.
Second Region-Paris 14, Bardstown 8.
Third Region-Louisa 27,
Shelbyville 20.
Fourth Region-Elkhorn City 7,
Lynch 0.
Class AA .
First Region-Paducah Tilghman 2, Madisonville 0.
Second Region-Meade County
14, Somerset 8.
third RegiOn-telbIglIrArywn
Station 13, Dixie Heights 7.
Fourth Region-Boyd County at
Corbin, Saturday night game,
Class AAA .
.
Thomas Jefferson 34, Valley 10.
Louisville City Regina, District
Two
Bishop David 27, Central 0.

By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
Number one-ranked Calloway
County started its season off
with a win Friday night as they
posted an 87-42 shellacking over
a not-so-impressive Sedalia
team.
As was expected, James
Wells and Greg Howard led the
way with 33 and 30 points
respectively. Wells cleared the
boards for a total of 14
rebounds, 11 of them in the first
half.
"They looked good," Coach
Jerry Conley said. "Overall, I
was pleased. I was pleased with
their offensive work, defensive
work, and board work."
Howard and Wells were the
only Lakers to reach double
figures Friday night, but Randy
Shelton was there on the boards
with 13 big rebounds. He
collected four points for the
night.
A capacity crowd, at least
half of which were Laker fans,
was not disappointed, as the
Swampers put on a polished
exhibition of give-the-ball-toWells during the first half. The
6-8 junior sensation ripped the
cords for 10 of 13 from the floor
and three of four from the free
throw line during the first half.
Wells scored 23 of the Lakers'
41 points during the half, while
the County team was holding
the Sedalia 'Lions to only 18
points.
With only six seconds gone in
the first quarter, Laker fans got
a glimpse of what they were to
see again and again throughout
the game. The throw went to
Wells who was right under the
goal, it was up and in, and the
big Laker center even drew a
foul, which he cashed in on for a
three-point play.
The Lions scored back after
thirty seconds on a lay-up by
Darrell Canter, and then went
into a scoring drought that
lasted for five full minutes.
County rolled off 14 consecutive points before Sedalia
could score again with 2:26 to go
to make it 17-4. They scored
only one more point during the
quarter as the Lakers led 21-5 at
the end of the first period.
Wells scored 13 of the Lakers'
21 points during the first period,
while Greg Howard accounted
for six of his 30 points during the
first eight minutes.
A full court press began to
bother the Laker quint as the
second period opened, and the
scoring began to be more equal.
For the first four minutes, the
Lions matched County point for
point, but the Leiters were
again able to pull ahead in the
closing minutes of the half,
leading 41-18 as they went to the
dressing rooms.
Wells scored 10 of the Lakers
20 points during the second
stanza, as Howard pitched in
eight. Randy Shelton accounted
for the other two points during
the second period.
An injury to standout forward
Greg Howard brought Calloway
fans to their feet with 2:21
remaining in the second period.
Howard had gone in for a lay-up
and was knocked to the floor by
defender Bob Cavitt. The injury
apparently was not serious as
Howard was not taken from the
game.
The Lakers streaked to a 65-26
lead at the end of three quarters
as junior varsity guards David
Williams and Tommy Futrell
took over the ball-handling
chores.
Williams opened the fourth
quarter with a jumper and was
followed by a Howard layup as
the Lakers pushed the score to
69. A Bob Cavitt foul shot
brought the Lions to 27.
Reserves played much of the
remaining time in the game as
Coach Conley got a chance to
see some of the other men in
action.
Commenting on the excellent
REMEMBERS CLEMENTE
PHILADELPHIA (AP) --Jose Pagan of the Philadelphia
Phillies and Roberto Clemente
were the closest of friends
when Pagan played seven seasons with the Pittsburgh Pirates. "Roberto was the most
misunderstood man in baseball," says Pagan, who starred
for the Pirates in thOir 1971
World Series victory over the
Baltimore Orioles.
. on hewas hitting
"From 1960
well above .300 and Wobbtiy
seemed to give him the credit
due him. He was the greatest
person I ever knew and that
goes for on the field and off the
field. He had great talent."
It might be recalled that Pagan played five years with Willie Mays on the San Francisco
Giants, 1960-64

play of the two sophomore
guards,Conley admitted that he
was pleased with their play, but
emphasized the outstanding job
that varsity guards Rick
Scarbrough and Randy Conner
had done in the first half.
Scarbrough and Conner did
show much more confidence
while they were running things
in the first half of the game,
adding strength to the hope that
the team can gain more
strength at that position.

A red-hot junior varsity
showing may encourage more
basketball fans to come early
and catch the B-team game this
season. The JVs handled a team
that looked nearly the equal of
the varsity as the Baby Lakers
won it 60-47.
The team was led by a new
Laker, David Williams, who
transferred
from
Cuba.
Williams netted 14 points, while
Steve Cunningham, had 12
points.
After holding a 12-11 edge at
the end of the first period, the
Baby takers moved ahead 25-22
at the half, and 4042 at the end
of three quarters. Greg Byars
looked tough on defense, while
the entire unit looked as though
it had been playing together
for months instead of days.
County will entertain alwaysdangerous Carlisle County next
Friday, and Coach Conley says
this is going to be a tough
one "
It will be an entirely different type of team, with speed
and quickness, and will be one
of our biggest tests this early in
the year," he added.
SCORING
Calloway (87) — Scarbrough
4, Conner, Shelton 4, Howard 30,
Wells 33, Williams, 6, Darnell 6,
Byars 2, Futrell 2.
Sedalia (42) — McAlpin 12,
Canter 10, Rhew 8, Dublin 2,
Cavitt 9, Ed Cavitt 1.
FAMILIAR SIGHT—This view may become very familiar to area basketball fans as the season
Calloway (601 — Byars 7, progresses—James
Wells cramming the ball down the opponents throats as they try shots from
Cunningham 12, Williams 14, underneath. Wells
blocked several shots with the finesse of a pro and collected only two fouls in the
Futrell 10, Calhoun 11, Beane 2, entire game.
Armstrong 2, Doron 2.

Service for your hard-working Datsun was never speedier nor More
professional. Our own "Doc Datsun" and his staff of experts will put
your car in top shape, save you money in the long run.

* WINTERIZE YOUR CAR NOW *
Tune-Up for ... 510's - 610's - 521's & 620's
Points, plugs, condensers, valve adjustment
*Check of hoses, antifreeze, fan belts, batter),
windshield, wipers, lights and tires.

Reg. '22.00

Tune-Up for 1200 Series
Reg. '19.50
Points, plugs, condensers,
valve adjustment.* Check of
hoses, antifreeze, fan belts,
battery, windshield wipers,
I4ghts and tires.
%Nli‘0 R./I

r

7oo
I• plus tax

$ 1 900
plus tax
Tune-Up for 240Z

Points, plugs, condensers,
valve adjustment. Check of
hoses, antifreeze, fan belts,
battery. , windshield wipers,
lights and tires.

Reg. '25.50
$2100
10 plus tax

* Any item listed as checked, which needs repair, has an extra charge not quoted in ad.
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Rainfall Averages 2.9 Inches In Valley
October rainfall averaged 2.9
inches across the Tennessee
Valley, a little above normal for
the month, TVA reports. Nearly
half the rainfall came in the last
few days of the month, after a
two-week period of no rain. in
the region.
October is typically the
Valley's driest month, with
normal rainfall of about 2.7
inches. Normal monthly totals
through the winter, spring, and
summer months range from 4 to
5 inches.

The highest October total for
the region was 5.77 inches of
rain at Lawrenceburg, Tennessee—an unusual turnabout,
since Lawrenceburg had the
region's lowest rainfall in
September with a total of only
.73 of an inch. The low for October was .97 of an inch at
Walters Powerhouse near the
Carolina-Tennessee border on
Interstate 70.
Canada's first commercial
nuclear power plant opened at
Rolphton, Ont., in 1962.
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ADULTS..109
NURSERY..7
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
NBA
Mrs. Sarah Sue Miller and
Eastern Conference
Baby Girl, Route 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Atlantic Division
Carla Jo Tubbs and Baby Boy,
W. L. Pct. G.B.
Route 1, Hardin, Baby Girl
9 3 .750 —
Howell ( Brenda Kay, Mother), Boston
New York
7 7 .500 3
Route 2, Benton,
Buffalo
6 9 .400 41
/
2
DISMISSALS
4 8 .333 5
Mrs. Frances Irene Carter, Philadelphia
Central Division
Route 7, Box 87, Murray, Mrs.
86 .571 —
Polly Elizabeth Flora, 510 S. Atlanta
7 5 .583 —
Ilth St., Murray, Kit Carson Capital
4 10 .286 4
Green, Route 1, Puryear, Tenn., Cleveland
4 11 .267 41
Mrs. Janet Sue Ferguson, New Houston
/
2
Western Conference
Concord, Mrs. Brenda Rita
Mideast Divisiou
McClain, Route 2, Box 10,
Cottage Grove, Tenn., Leonard Milwaukee 12 1 .923 —
11 2 .846 1
Morgan May, Route 5, Box 690, Chicago
9 5 .643 3/
Murray, Dennis Junior Thorn, Detroit
1
2
Route 1, Ain't), Miss Tonia June K.C.-Omaha 4 9 .308 8
Pacific Division
McKendree, Route 1, Benton,
7 4 .636
Clifton Thomas Campbell, 1510 Portland
9 6 .600
Dudley, Murray,Joe Jones, Box Los Angeles
6 5 .545
394, Hazel, Jerry Wayne Golden State
5 11 .313
Maness, Box 71, Dexter, Mr- Seattle
212 .143
s.Evelyn Jane McCuiston, Phoenix
Friday's Games
Route 7, Box 68, Murray, Mrs.
Boston 122, Phoenix 107
Roselyn M. Adams and Baby
Philadelphia 94, New York 91
Boy, 1316 Vine St., Murray,
Cleveland 111, Houston 106
Collie C. Salmon, 1608 Ryan
Capital 109, K.C.-Omaha 96
Ave., Murray, Mrs. Lola Jane
Portland 122, Buffalo 108
Henderson, Route 1, Alm), Mrs.
Los Angeles 118, Seattle Ill
Pearlie Rena Kirk, Route 5,
Saturday's Games
Murray, Mrs. Betty Rowland,
Detroit vs. Boston at ProviRoute 1, Almo, Mrs. Naomi
Wharton Farris, 804 Story, dence
Cleveland at New York
Murray, Mrs. Verbie Paschall,
Philadelphia at Atlanta
Route 1, Sedalia, Baby Girl
K.C.-Omaha at Milwaukee
Hicks (expired) Route 1, Box
Chicago at Portland
206, Almo, Audrey Ray Hill
Buffalo at Golden State
(expired), Route 1, Almo.
Sunday's Games
INFLATION PAY
Milwaukee at Capital
Strikes by municipal workK.C.-Omaha at Cleveland
ers in several cities in West
Chicago at Seattle
Germany have resulted in the
country's 3,300,000 civil servants being awarded a 13th
month's pay this year as a
cost of living bonus to meet
rising prices. — CNS

ALL THE WCRLD ACCUSES US OF
THIS HORRIO
KART. YEARS
AGO, WE
57OPPEO.

AK TOUR
CULTURED PALATE
v)/NAT IT TI-11NiC5
OF 7)-1(6

ABA
East Division
W. L. Pct. G.B.
11 2 .846 —
Kentucky
/
2
11 5 .668 11

5 8 .385 6
Memphis
4 8 .333 6L2
Virginia
New York
4 9 .308 7
West Division
7 5 .583 —
Indiana
Utah
76.538
6 6 .500 1
Denver
San Antonio
8 9 .471 1.4
San Diego
4 9 .308 3ki
Friday's Game
Carolina 139, Kentucky 110
Saturday's Games
New York at San Diego
Virgiao at Kentucky
Memphis vs. Carolina at
Charlotte
Indiana at Utah
Denver at San Antonio
Sunday's Games
New York at San Antonio
Indiana at San Diego

Toni Lackey Competes
In Gymnastics Meet
Miss Toni Lackey, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Hecht Lackey of
Murray, is competing in an
open gymnastic meet in
Louisville today. The meet is
sponsored by the AAU and the
American Turners of Louisville.
Miss Lackey is a sixth grade
student at Murray Middle
School and her personal coach
is Rodney King, a graduate
assistant in physical education
at Murray State University.
Miss Lackey competed in the
Junior Olympics this past
summer and placed fourth on
the parallel bars and sixth on
the balance beam in that
competition.
Approximately 40 teams plus
many individuals are entered in
the Louisville meet.

By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
The last time the Oakland
Raiders saw the Pittsburgh
Steelers, funny things happened
to them. Funny things like deflected passes with five seconds
to go. And the next thing they
knew, the Raiders' National
Football League season was
over.
That was in the 1972 playoffs
when Franco Harris grabbed
the errant pass on the final
play of the game to score Pittsburgh's winning touchdown and
send the Steelers into the
American Football Conference
championship game.
In other Sunday action, Minnesota tries to wrap up the
NFC Central Division title
against Detroit, Washington is
home against San Francisco,

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
It wasn't until Jan. 7 last season that the Philadelphia 76ers
stumbled to their fourth victory
on the way to a 9-73 record.
The 76ers showed how much
they had improved Friday
when they reached the same
victory total nearly two months

DEAR ABBY: Recently I gave a party for my husband.
I planned the entertainment, which included games with
prizes for the winners One of the prizes was dinner for two
at our finest restaurant.
I did not set a limit on the amount to be spent on the
dinners because I didn't think it would be proper.
Well, I just received a bill for two dinners, and it was
$120. Thinking there must have been a mistake, I called the
restaurant and was told there was no mistake.
That man and his wife had ordered four appetizers,
and THREE lobsters for the two of them, plus $50 worth of
drinks which included 15 bottles of imported beer! /They
evei, charged the "tip" on the bill.1
I feel that we were taken advantage of, but I am at a
loss as to what I should say to this greedy, gluttonous
*couple.
TAKEN IN PITTSBURGH
Any suggestions?
DEAR TAKEN: I would say "Goodby." after telling
them that they had eaten themselves out of your good
graces.
DEAR ABBY: What do you think of an 81-year-old man
and a 79-year-old woman who met in an old folks home four
months ago, and decided to get married to save expenses?
It's true, one double is cheaper than two singles, but
isn'tHERE
that a silly reason to get married?

DEAR ABBY: I have been going with a guy for nine
months. We have been together every night since we met.
He is 24 and I am 18. He talks about long-range plans, such
as the two of us going to Europe together next summer.
aur relationship is a good one, but it would be perfect if we
were married. He has not mentioned marriage at all, except to knock it. He was married for two years and is now
divorced.
Id 1 just wait until he brings it up? I would hate to
go on like this for a couple of years and then find out he
antolmarry
B wwant
doesn't
intentions are without
me. what his inntions
d out
rrY
can
WANTS TO WED
ANTS: If he doesn't mention marriage, the
R WANTS:
Als
beill
'ZEPt
warfeodr
s
tn .KIfhim.yo want
yubeu
consuuhrelabyncAispribiettoess"mud:trentoinabeca?hua
e iy,sntno considering
be prepared
blame
for a let down. If your relationship Is. as you say. a "good
one" now, it's probably good enough for him—indefinitely.
DEAR ABBY: I notice the word "promiscuous" is used
JEST TILL AN SAVES HIM
FUM TN'EAGLE GAL PP/
KETCHIN'HIM 114
SADIE HAWKINS
DA', RACE —

:dinnesota whipped Detroit
23-9 in their first meeting this
season—making 11 straight
times since 1968.
San Francisco and Washington are both coming off losses,
the 49ers to Detroit and the
Redskins to Pittsburgh.
Baltimore's Marty Domres is
listed as questionable for the

76ers Defeat Knicks;
Cleveland Over Houston

DEAR LIVES: It's as good a reason as any to get
married. And better than some.

NANCY

New Orleans plays at Los Angeles, Baltimore is at Miami,
Atlanta visits Philadelphia,
Dallas faces the New York Giants at New Haven, Denver entertains San Diego, Cincinnati
is at Buffalo, Houston hosts
Cleveland, St. Louis visits
Green Bay, and New England
plays the Jets at New York.
Monday night's game has
Chicago playing at Kansas
City.

enthe same thing is called (with the
howdooe
ms
rliabe
wink of an eyel, "a ladies' man." And it sounds like a
WONDERING IN YAKIMA

earlier, defeating the New York
Knicks 94-91.
Fred Carter got eight of his
28 i-c.ints in a fourth-quarter
spurt when the 76ers came
from nine points back with 7:55
left.
"Every time we win, it does
something for us." said Gene
Shue, Philadelphia coach.
In other National Basketball
Association games, Cleveland
beat Houston 111-106, Phoenix
lost to Boston 122-107 for its
ninth straight loss, the Capital
Bullets beat Kansas CityOmaha 109-96, Portland defeated Buffalo 122-108 and Los
Angeles beat Seattle 118-111.
In the only American Basketball Association game, the
Carolina Cougars defeated Kentucky 139-111.
Cougars 139, Colonels Ill
Pro basketball came back to
Cincinnat: after a two-year absence and the change of locale
did nothing for Kentucky which
ended a seven-game win streak
by losing to Carolina 139-111
"We didn't want to fall on
our face—and that's just what
we did," said league-leading
scorer Dan Issel who was held
to just one basket in the first 16
minutes. "I hope the Cincinnati
fans give us a second chance,
but I'm not sure we earned it."
Laken; 118, SuperSonics 111
Sonic Center Spencer Haywood and Los Angeles' Bill
Bridges traded punches during
Los Angeles' 118-111 victory
over Seattle and the referee
counted both of them out of the
game.
Also out, but with a concussion, was Sonic guard Abdul
Rahman who was hurt when he
was knocked to the floor during
the fight.
Gail Goodrich scored 36
points to lead the Lakers.
Celtics 122, Suns 107
Jo Jo White exploded for 17
points in, the third period, with
Boston ahead 62-59. By the time
White had gone to the bench at
the end of the period, the Celts
were well on their way to a 122107 victory.
When asked why White went
out, coach Tom Heinsohn, who
once hit 23 points in a period
quipped: "I had to take him
out. It was the only record I
have left."
Bullets 109, Kings 94
The Capital Bullets bolted to
a 35-27 first period lead on the
strength of 13 points by Mike
Riordan, and raced past Kansas City-Omaha 109-96.
Blazers 122, Braves 108
It was a night to keep streaks
intact, as Portland defeated
Buffalo 122-100. For he Blazers, it was their their straight
victory while the Braves have
now lost five straight.
Cavaliers 111, Rockets 106
Lenny Wilkens, Bobby Smith
and Austin Carr combined for
65 points as the Cava dealt the
Rockets their seventh straight
defeat.

WONDERING: Because men have always enc°mDPElimeAftntWI
frel.deritt,•'*Itile women have not.-Rut Ah'sonens' -ain,feelethat.
-Air Force Academy football
better if yea get it off your chest.
ll
players come' from 2;3 states.
For a venoms' reply, write to ABBY: Bet Ns, 070S, L. A., Nine Californians
ard on the
cat. WINO. Eselese damped, Deli-addressed envelope, current
Falcon squad.
please.
For Abby's booklet, "Haw to Have a Lovely Wedding'
Jim Bradley is the new head
seed SI to Abigail Vas Boren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly RBIs, football coach 'at New Mexico
State University.
Cal. 11012.

Colts' game in Miami. He suffered a chipped thumb bone in
practice this week.
Joe Namath, who's been out
since the second game of the
season with a shoulder separation, won't return to action
against New England. The New
York Jets said Friday that Al
Woodall would go at quarterback.
Dallas takes a tie with Washington for first place in the
NFC East to visit the New
York Giants.
The suddenly hot New Orleans Saints, winners of four of
their last five games, take their
NFC West hopes into Los Angeles for a confrontation with the
first-place Rams, losers of two
straight.
The
Atlanta-Philadelphia
game matches two teams on
the upswing. The Falcons are
only one game behind LA with
four consecutive victories, their
longest winning streak ever.
And the Eagles have ridden Roman Gabriel's passing to three
victories in their last four
games.
New Coach Ron Waller will
try to turn San Diego around
against Denver. He may have
wide receiver Gary Garrison,
who's listed as a probable after
missing five games with a separated shoulder.
Cincinnati's defense will be a
little patched up against Buffalo and O.J. Simpson. Safety
Tom Casanova is out with an
injured hamstring and tackle
Mike Reid is nursing a bad
back.
Houston ended a two-season
18-game losing streak last Sunday and hopes to continue the
prosperity against Cleveland.
Green Bay, sees the one that
got away when it meets St.
Louis and Donny Anderson. The
ex-Packer running back is leading the NFL with 10 touchdowns while the entire Green
Bay team has managed only
eight al/ year.
Kansas City will go without
quarterback Len Dawson again,
using Mike Livingston against
Chicago. Dawson is nursing an
injured heel.
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DON'T READ THIS AD
Unless
you
mean
business...We are now
considering qualified
applicants in your area to
become a working par?of
our National "Hot Food"
Distributor System. You
are not applying for a job!
You are applying for a very
high profit business of
your own. No Experience
Necessary—No Selling
Involved. This business can
be started part time—no
need to quit your job. Can
be expanded full time with
company financing. We
need people we can depend
on. Our products are
nationally famous "Hot
Food" items made by
Heinz. We have over 36
varieties of Hot Soups and
Hot Entrees, such as Beef
Stew, Chicken & Dumplings, Chili de Beans, and
on and on. We have all of
America's favorities. All
these delicious products
are sold from the latest in
automatic vending
equipment. Your route will
be established and installed by us. Your age is
not a factor, if you qualify.
Perfect for a nice couple to
operate as a family
business.
CASH INVESTMENT
REQUIRED
PART—TIME
PLAN ONE
52,285 00
PLAN TWO
53,861 00
PLAN THREE
S7,719 00
FULL—TIME
PLAN FOUR
S11,779 00
PLAN FIVE
515,998.00

—PLAN snr - sUlintoo
For further information or
a personal interview. send
Name, Address & Phone
Number
to:
North
American Distributing
Corp., Hot Food Division,
3443 North Central Avenue,
Suite:419, Phoenix, Arizona
85012-

6848.
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Call
753-1916

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Sell It With A Classified Ad
1111111111111111111111
6. Help WantiF

POSTED LAND of Troy Butler WANTED
EXPERIENCED
and Robbie Howard. No tractor trailer driver. Apply in
trepassing. Trespassers without person to Mr. Waller at Paschall
permission will
face con- Truck Lines. "An equal opportunity employer."
sequences.

SIO

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

I •n

out
of the
separaaction
e New
that Al
quarter-

i

ew Orfour of
ke their
Angewith the
s of two

SPEND YOUR holidays in this
new, well planned, 8 room brick
home in one of Murray's finest
areas. The entrance foyer, large
formal dining room, separate
breakfast room and a cozy den
with fireplace. You'll like the
convenience of
21
/
2 baths,
generous closets, and storage
areas, the large fully equipped
kitchen, thermopane windows
and 21
/
2 car garage. (For more
information
call
Warren
Shropeshire, Building Contractor, 7534277.

EIGHT PIGS, 8 weeks old. Six
cylinder Ford truck motor.
Phone 437-4548 anytime or 4374297 mornings.

Call
753-1916

Dwain Taylor Corner

TRUCK LOAD tire sale. Custom
premium 4 ply polyester white
.
wall:
" DISAGREE,MR.PRESIDENT I.'
1975 Chevrolet Caprice, 50,000 miles, 2 door hard top,
F78x.14" or 15"-$18.88 + $2.27
green, one owner, power iteering and brakes, extra
G714" or 15"-419.67 + $2.80
'
'IH78:114" or 15"-$20.52 + $3.01
sharp. $1877.00
L78x14" or 15"-$21.93 + $3.31
LF-CS THAN $11,000 for a home in
FOR YOUR insurance needs for Wide 80 series with raised white
Hazel Hwy.
Phone 753-2617
the country. Living room, kitautomobile, home owner, letters:
chen,3 bedrooms, utility, storage
business, farm, mobile homes, G60x 14" or 15-$27.83 + $2.89
room, and separate garage.
contact Wilson Insurance & Real LAO
Located on blacktop road, 5 miles
Estate, phone 753-3263.
L80x14" or 15"-431 79 + $3.49
West of Murray. John Randolph
GR70
Realty & Auction Company, 753- MALIBU-1971, six cylinder,
le Radial white wall, the
Quality
8382
or Keith Hays 489-2488.
automatic, power steering, 43,000 SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
Orfl
1-10
ARE YOU interested in selling 40,000 mile tire:
offers
hour
24
actual miles, $1100.00, two door Electric
GR70:14"
or
15"--$36.31
+
$3.08
your farm. We have cases daily
emergency service for well
REDUCED
hardtop.
1969
-THREE
HR70x14"
Volkswagen,
or
bedroom
15-$37.50
new
+
$3.33
from White Electronics for all types of farms. We have
two bath brick home,central heat tires, good condition, $960.00. 1967 pumps, plumbing and electrical
/9 Mobile Home Rentals and
the buyers who are interested. LR70x14" or 15"-$39.47 + 13.70
air, dishwasher. A good buy. Chopped Honda motorcycle. A lot problems. We now have 2
'World's Largest
Roby
Sales,
Highway 68, tienton,
Contact Wilson Real Estate 753FOR THE best in pest control
Phone
of chrome. Excellent condition. qualified crews and trucks to
753-8416.
Line"
3263: Wayne Wilson, broker, 753- Kentucky
service and termite bontrol call MCBILE HOMES: 10'x45 , two
1965 Econo-Line Ford camper, serve you. Phone 753-5643.
5086; Loretta Jobs realtor
Superior Exterminating Corn- bedrooms, $60-00 Per month. SUPER DELUXE three bedroom bunks, carpeted, refrigerator, 6
For a special holiday offer associate
WOOD
fireplace.
FOR
Highway
753-6075; Ronnie Pea,
wc!
two bedrooms, $45.00 per "1973 Homette" double wide cylinder, $500.00. Phone 753-2231. WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Exparty. 753-7266.
68 near Aurora. Easy to load.
call your authorized dealer: 435-5792.
mobile home, like new. Located
month. Phone 489-2595.
terior Painting. Phone 753-4632
Pick up for $7.50 per rick. Phone
in Riviera Courts. Carpeted, has CHEVROLET PICKUP-1
Phone 753-1575
960, from 8:00 a.m. to 4:603 p.m. and
APPROXIMATELY 10 acres, 354-8623.
two baths, central gas heat, good condition.
Mon. thru Sot.
Must sell. $400.00 753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free
BATTERIES $8.96 to $14.95. Any FOX MEADOWS and Coach
non tillable land, five or six miles
FHA and UL approved and still or best offer. See at trailer,
1630 estimates.
from Murray. Phone 492-8837 FIREWOOD-cut to order. car, discount to dealers. Atomic Estates Mobile Home
Parks. six months under warranty. One West Main.
batteries, 401 North 4th Street,
8.00 a.m.-5:00 pin
Phone 436-2382 or 753-5145.
6. Help Wan
Small parks. Superior ac- look and you will want it. Priced
°ELECTRONIC ORGAN service,
Murray, 753-8572.
commodations. Residential area. to sell.
PONTIAC LEMANS-1969, two all
makes and
models.
PLUMBERS HELPER wanted, I WILL be buying all kinds of furst
Older house, but solid and on lot door hardtop, maroon with black
South 16th Street, 753-3855
Authorized Baldwin service.
" BOYS Spider bicycle, two
ages 21 to 40. Write P.O. Box 32-A, again this season. Thanks for last
4
75':273' zoned R4, on South 12th vinyl top, mag
wheels, Phone Hopkinsville 866-1877 or
year's business. Highway 641 AUTOMATIC WASHER, good mens sport coats, 40 long. Phone TWO BEDROOM trailer
Murray, Kentucky.
on Street. Downstairs is separated automatic, floor shift, bucket after 5:00 p.m. Cadiz 522-8880.
South, 2 miles from shopping working condition, $25.00. See at 489-2843.
private lot. Located three miles into two apartments. For income seats, good condition. Good gas
SALESMAN WANTED for center, Murray, Kentucky. 1206 Peggy Ann Drive.
from city on Highway 121 and investment with a future. mileage. Phone 753-7941.
selling hardware and related Douglas Shoemaker, Phone 753WILL DO trash and brush
FIREWOOD-Cut to order. (Mayfield Road). Water fur- Only $16,000.00.
WESTINGHOUSE Refrigerator, Phone 436-5591.
items. Write P.O. Box 32-B, 3375.
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
Two bedroom house near 1962
nished.
Phone
753-2900
days
or
RAMBLER, 6 cylinder 753-6130.
15 cubic foot. Can be seen at 104
Murray, Kentucky.
TFC
University at 1615 Hamilton, for straight
753-4524 nights.
shift, easy on gas. Make
WANT TO BUY good used pool South 12th or phone 753-8136.
MARBLE TABLE tops, all sizes,
rent, lease or sale. Will sell for a good
second
car.
SEAMLESS
$100.00
GUTTERS,
or
baked'
best
table. Phone 753-8216.
shapes and colors. Phone 76761,000 down, balance monthly at 8 offer. Phone
FISHER PRICE Toys, a division
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
753-1586.
1111.111111111111-per cent.
2449.
Total price $14,500.00
of The Quaker Oats Company is
years. For free detailed estimate
LOCAL
COUPLE
wants
to
rent
ARE
YOU
interested
in
selling
C.O.
Bondurant
Realty,
call
applications
from
accepting
CLEARANCE
SAIL-Sewing
phone Atkins Gutter service,
two
bedroom
50.
your
CaiVerii
farm.
We
.
have
cases
daily
1969
CHEVY
II, NOV8 SS, body unfurnished
LPN's and RN's interested in
house 753446°.
machines. Brother heavy duty,
nice or apartment. Phone 753-4759
PICKUP -Ckmkg 'topper, Murray 753-8407 or 753-8992.
being trained for the position of for all types of farms. We have full size model number 1381, only. In good condition,
5:00
brown and white Excellent
the
buyers
who
are
interested.
interior.
BEAUTIFUL
1967
Chevelle,
THREE
new
4
after
bedroom
Fun.
Outstanding
industrial nurse.
Regular $79.95, now only $44.97.
EXPERIENCED ROOFER, will
brick home, 2 baths, living room, condition Insulated. Must sell.
working hours and fringe benefits Contact Wilson Real Estate 753- Heavy duty zig zag, model 621, speed transmission. New 396-375
do house for $19.00 a square and
$100.00
3263;
Wayne
Wilson, broker, 753Phone 753-1323 or 753including profit sharing. Apply in
Regular $99.95, now only, $63.56. HP engine, 100 per centj11.1111.1111. paneled family room with 5763.
furnish shingles, Also do patch
ep ace wall to wall carpets,
person to George E. Lovell, 5086; Loretta Jobs realtor Deluxe zig rag model number guaranteed. Body average, could LARGE TWO bedroom furnished fir'
Jobe. Call 753-6589.
associate
7534079;
Ronnie
Pea,
be
draperies,
repaired
cheap.
built-in
seen
Can
range,
at
be
central
personnel manager Fisher Price
apartment with living room and
751, regular $159.95, now only
435-5792.
Toys, Murray, Kentucky or call
$114.37. Roby Sales, Highway 68, Walston Auto Repair Dixieland kitchen. Inquire at Kelly's Pest heat and air, utility room with.1111111111111111111111111111111 SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
Shopping Center, Murray.
502-753-0450. Equal Employment
Control, located 100 South 13th hook-ups, double garage, large,
Benton, Kentucky.
Electric offers
24
hour
lot, city water. Two miles outside LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
ANY U.S. silver coins, also
Opportunity Employer.
Street,
emergency service for well
city limits on Overby Road. Having trouble getting those pumps,
POTTED
plants,
'collections, one piece or more 19.VM1111111111111 LARGE
plumbing and electrical
Bougainvillea, Philodendron and ONE BEDROOM furnished Phone 753-2715.(No Friday night small jobs done? Call Ernest
WANT EXTRA money for Phone Bill Harris, 7534328.
problems. Phone 753-5543. '
White
Hibiscus,
Christmas? Pleasant work Part
or
753-4606
$10.00
Saturday
to
calls).
$15.00.
Phone
apartment also 3 new two
1952 FORD tractor, plow, pick up'
time! Phone 753-1470
bedroom trailers. Water furdisc Phone 492-8801 after 5:00 753-8215.
WILL DO baby-sitting in my
WANT TO BUY large farm, with p.m.
nished at 121 Apartments under THREE BEDROOM brick, GARAGE BUILDING, aluminum home weekdays. Phone 753-7828.
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Phone new owner, also, one bedroom
CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far or without house, in Calloway
siding, carports and additions.
Canterbury Estates, $35,500.
753-7580.
away! Let Avon help you make County. Phone 7112-2567.
Now is the time to build. Call
unfurnished apartment in town. Phone 753-4023 or 753-4448.
TIMBER-LODGE on Tennholiday money. As an Avon
Collect Mayfield 247-7672.
Phone 753-4017.
Tucky Lake,Route 1, Springville,
Representative, you can earn
DUCK HUNTERS!!! Solid 16' WOOD STOVE (small), $2000
•Tennessee, will build complete,
THREE
BEDROOM
brick
house
extra cash-and it's easy and
semi-cruiser, ideal duck blind, Also about 3 ricks of wood, pick
B & C CONSTRUCTION, Com- !fireplaces, starting at only
/
1
2 price sale, 550.00. 18 H.P. Evinrucie
fun! Call or write Glenda Duke, POOL TABLESand 33 up for $7.00 rick or $18.00 for all. FURNISHED, FOUR bedroom on 3 acres land. Kitchen-den plete basements, foundations, $89-5.00. Selection of stones
P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky. while they last. 44", regular H.P. Evinrude. Will sell or trade Phone 753-0930 after 5:30 p.m. and efficiency apartments near combination, living room, two patios sidewalks, driveways,
available. Satisfaction,
$24.86, now only $12.43. 60", for motorcycle
42001,443-3366.
university. Ideal for students, baths, utility room and garage. retaining walls etc. Septic tank guaranteed. Phone
or aluminum
901-593$49.60, now only $24.80. fishing boat. Phone 753-3672.
Phone 437-4759 or after 5:00 p.m. installations. 4374734 or 437-4765.
phone 753-7575.
3534.
TFC 7554173.
LADY NEEDED as full time Roby Sales"ighwa 68, Benton
FIREWOOD FOR sale, cut your
housekeeper. Needed as soon as Kentucky.
141
/
2' CHEROKEE boat, trailer,
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. JERRY'S REFINISHING 8;1
own.Phone 753-4432 or see Trellis 1111111111111111.
possible. Be full time for one
18 H.P. Johnson motor, one
ASSUMABLE LOAN, 6 per cent Plumbing-electrical-roofing and Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
McClinton.
Saturday,
SALE,
RUMMAGE
POLLED HEREFORD bull, FHA, $134.00 per month, better
month, then part time. Must have
swivel seat. Phone 7534885 after
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days oe South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
weighs about 1300 or 1400 Ills. than new, large three bedroom,
references and be able to care for November 10, 12:00 noon, till 5:00 5:30 p.m.
753-7625 nights.
• TFC Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492Wiggins
to
North
p.m.,
641
Contact
Green
Wade
436-5454.
FALL FENCE sale, now through
two small children. Phone 75311
/
2 bath, den-kitchen com8$37.
TFC
second
right,
Furniture,
turn
November 26. For free estimate
6846.
bination. Large fenced lot. Ex- CERAMIC TILE repair work.
house on right. Phone 753-0930.
Larry Lyles at Sears, 753- SIX SHOATS for sale. Phone 492- cellent condition. Equity with Repair or remodeling, also ROY HAFtMON'S Carpenter
TURIN G-read r- 2210.
Wig, 100 per cent human hair PIANO
terms or new conventional loan. shower doors and tub enclosures. Shop (old ice plant). Complete
with stand and case, $10.00; air rebuilding. Prompt.expert serPhone 753-1369.
CA11474-2283.
November 10C remodeling
and
repairs,
vice.
pianos
Rebuilt
Ben
for
sale.
Full Time
purifier (great for people with
TWO WHEEL trailer, metal bed,11111111111111111111111
cabinets, paneling, doors, fordust allergies or hay feaver), W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky. side frames. Phone 753-6388.
FOR ALL ?our additions: mica work, finish carpentry,
TFC
$10.00; AM-FM radio, battery or Phone 753-8911.
641 PET Shop, 7 miles north of
contracting. Phone 753-4124 or
electric, $5.00; two wooden
Murray, Kentucky. Irish Setter YAMAHA 250 MX,new Knobbies, remodeling, residential or 7534790
nights.
chairs, $3.00 each; tape cases, USED VIOLIN; electric guitar T.V. ANTENNA with pole and Puppies, tiny toy poodles, chain and sproket. In very good commercial. New or old. Free
estimates.
Call
7534123.
TFC
$4.00 each; T.V. stand with and amplifier. Phone 753-4103 toter. Phone 7534790.
chihuahuas,
gerbles
cockers,
and condition. Phone 753-0263.
rollers, 63.00, knick-knacks; 3'15' after 5:00 p.m.
hainpsters, fish and supplies.
with Good Ability
braided rugs, $4.50 each,
Phone 753-1862 or 753-0457.
1972 HONDA 250cc trail bike. FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
women's clothing, shoes, size 41
/
2 G.E. CLEARANCE SALE-8 FIREPLACE WOOD. Phone 753$300.00 or best offer. Phone 753- installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
and 5; men's hats and coat; track stereo tape players. 4147, or 4364190.
DOBERMAN PINSCHERS,adult 6829.
Automatic record changer, audio
purses; trunk.
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
males, also male puppies. "Must
system, duo-mode systems, trisell." Phone 474-2263.
ALUMINUM SIDING
1972 SUZUKI 350, good condition. also bank gravel, fill dirt and
LARGE QUANTITY of birch mode systems, four chrome
PLANNER TRAINEE
SAVE 25 per cent
Must
sell due to leaving town. topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
cabinet doors and drawers. 75 sound systems, FM-AM-FM
PRODUCTION CONTROL
We purchased 200 squares
Will
take
best offer. Phone 753- or 354-8181, after 5:00p.m. TFC
REGISTERED IRISH setter
cents each. May be seen at 1800 stereo receiver. While They last.
of white 8" aluminum
female, five months old. Good 0713.
Gerrald Boyd, Owner
Model-Reg. Price-Sale Price
Keenland.
Fisher-Price Toys, a
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
siding at the old price,
natured dog. Phone 753-7101.
steam
cleaned.
division of the Quaker Oats
Phone Carpet
209 S. 7th, Murray
M8616
$62.95
$49.88
before the price was
CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 20' and SC2705
Master 489-2504.
Co., is accepting apTFC
$124.95
$99.95
raised. We can send this
3-175
UKC REGISTERED, female,
treated fence posts. Murray SC2005
$124.95
$109.95
savings on to you , while it
• plications for a production
MUSTANG-1966 (20 M.P.G.)
Lumber Company, 104 Maple SC1015
and
Black
Tan
hound,
coon
six
control planner trainee.
-TIMBER-L01XE of Tenn$159.96
$1213.95
lasts. Call 4954186 for Free
Street.
months old. AKC registered convertible, burgundy with black 'rocky lake, Route 1, Springville,
The individual selected will
$154 95
SC2305
$199.96
Estimate.
and
top
interior.
Six
cylinder
female,
red, miniature
have a minimum of exTennessee will do your stone
$168.95
SC3300
Indoor boat and camper
$209.95
MILLIONS OF rugs have been SC3205
dachshund puppy with four automatic, $750.00. Phone 753- work. Large selections of stone, storage. Phone 474-2778 o
posure in production
$199.95
$269.95
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's 40 watts peak music, power on A
generations typewritten.9537.
scheduling, planning and
Phone 901-593-3534.
inquire at
TWC
BUSINESS without a sign is a
America's finest. Rent electric our most deluxe set. Roby Sales,
pedigree. Benton 5274700.
raw
expediting
of
KOA Campground
Aga
of
no
busbies&
Hanna
Sign
shampooer $1.00. Kwik-Pik Highway 68, Benton, Kentucky.
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
materials. Interested
Aurora, Ky.
company,
7531346.
TFC
TFC
Market, Five Points.
candidates should apply at
DODGE POLARIS-1964, green Phone Paris,642-6551.
Fisher-Price Toys,
four door, Good mechanical
ONE SET of Appollo drums,
BEAUTIFUL WOODED lot 141'x condition. $250.00. Phone 753-7619 SIGNS PAINTED. Phone 43S-21tr
S'Tt.PPING stones $75.00. Phone 753-6927.
Murray, Ky. Equal Em- CONCRE
WILL keep up t° three babies or,
small children
204' on US. Highway 641 South. or 753-0525.
in my home.
after 5:00 p.m.
and concrete splash blocks
Opportunity
ployment
CLEARANCE SALE,G.E. multi- For new home or mobile
Phone 753-7278.
home.
Murray Lumber Company, 104
Employer.
band radios.
Phone owner 7534774.
Maple Street.
1972 VOLKSWAGEN bus, seven DOZER SERVICE D-6 caterSPINET-CONSOLE
Piano. 3 band models P-4920. Regular
COMMERICAL WORK, four or
Wanted: Responsible party to $36.95, Sale Price $29.88. 5 band $10.013 DOWN and $10.03 per passinger, Air conditioned, 29,000 pillar. Phone 753-9807.
five days a week, three hours a
LOOKING FOR an unusual gift? purchase spinet piano on low models P-4950. Regular $49.95. month
miles,
Red
white.
and
$2700.00
will buy a large wooded lot
day. Phone 753-9906 after 5:00
MOD
Give an art piece sculptured by monthly payments. Can be seen Sale Price $38.86. 7 band models at
Keniana Shores. Lake access- Call Mayfield 2474468.
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears p.m.
• MST nature; varnished and hand
•
locally. Write Manager, P.O. Box P-4980. Regular $124.95. Sale central water-all weather
,seamless gutters, installed per
polished driftwood with assorted 276, Shelbyville, Indiana 46178. Price $89.88. 8 band models P- streets.
Phone 436-5320 or 436- CORVF, 11,-1964 convertible, your specifications. Call Larry
(decorations. Phone 753-2415 or
two tops. Red with black interior.
4960. Regular $69.95. Sale Price 2473.
Lyles at 753-2310 for free WILL TOP and trim trees. For
see at 1628 Farmer Ave
In good condition. Phone 436-2240.
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. $49.88. 12 band models P-4990.
estimate
TFC information phone 753-0230.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo Regular $199.95. Sale Price
SaittgrUce
Piano Company, across from $139.811, Roby Sales, Highway a.
FORD
EXPLORER-1969, long,
37 ACRE farm, two bedroom
- ATTENTION GROWERS
Post Office, Paris, Tennessee. Benton, Kentucky.
holm,2 car garage on 641 North wide bed, V8 straight shift. Looks
Chrisbian,Popcorn Company is now buying
and runs like new. Phone 753NOTICE
Photo 753-3645 athr 4:30 p.m
.eifinffeldàiSC"beanr Have*capacity
PtiCNOSALE`Ais4A9 WS lai:00.
6035.
11111.111046.
Conmany,
Plano
1Anardo
acmes
for large quantities and good service. Please
nrOLIT8V*8tii
:giSti131 follustilhe'firb*"'"'"'
toc
Is necessary
• trailer
NICZ r ss,
EX
front Post Office, Paris, -Tea-TRA
1972 OLDSMOBILE, cutless S,'
call or come by our plant on East Poplar
Pr- hydrants Saturday night, November 10th. The flushing will',
Trader
Boyd's
air.
carpeted
and
maw,
Fall power, air conditioned. Low *begin about 10 p.m.and will be completed diming the night. lirl
Street near Railroad. Park, Highway 04 East.
lin CATALINA. Nice 3 bedroom miliage. Phone 474-2346.
there is any discoloration in your water when first turned
brick, carpeted living room,
CHRISMAN POPCORN COMPANY
Sunday morning,flush well before using. We are sorry for an
1963 MOBILE home, 10' x 50', two washer-dryer hookup, kitchen,
inconvenience, but it is required that we do this twice a year.
• 101-EAST'POPLAR ST.
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest bedrooms. Priced to sell. If in- tile bath, draperies remain. Call FORD--1966, six cylinder,
actual
miles.
52,000
shift,
straight
at
753-3914,
Hatcher
South
phone
Control,
100
terested see A.R.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
for appointment. John Randolph
*
MURRAY WATER & SEWER SYSTEM
13th Street. "Every day you Blink of Murray or phone 753-3184 Realty & Auction Company, 753- Clean. Phone 753-1733 after 3:00 ,..,*
502-753-1722
Ar
p.m.
delay lets bugs have their way." after 5:00 p.m.
E1382 or Keith Hays 489-2488.
All display ads, classified
display and
regular
t
bn
display, must be submitted
y 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
ust be submitted by 4
.m. the day before
tpublication.
mis4(+444.44,4o•aia•a•

Washin the
e New

Another View
4110

MOBILE HOMES underpenned.
Phone 753-3938 or 753-5461

1+4•4•414,4411,4******
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NEED EXTRA cash? Spare
Time! Details, sample free.
Rosebud Sykes, 406 South 4th
Street.
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Rev. Chuck Moffett
To Speak Sunday

Regular Services
vast thaiaritY Planned Sunday At
'
9
'the
of V"IEREA
the youth
are concerned,
knowledgeable and responsible
Baptist Church
citizens, and

Proclamation

SATURDAY —NOVEMBER 10, 373

.,
.

Quota. . .

Burley Crop
Reported To
Be Smallest

(Csiatinued from Page 1)
in 1971, named her "Woman of
the year" for her commweity
WHEREAS,
service.
the
acThe First Baptist Church will
In 1972, the Association for
hold regular services on SunMental Health of Port Arthur
achievements of these Young day, November 11, at 10:45 a.m.
4
1111111.
presented her an award incitizens deserve recognition and and 6:30 p.m. with the pastor,
scribed "In Recognition of
Praise of their elders, and
Rev. Richard Walker, speaking
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP )
WHEREAS, Optimist In- at both services.
Exceptional Contributions as an
Government forecasts for Kenpast
ternational
Influential
the
has
19
and
for
music
special
Productive
morning
at
the
Jim Cook, 8s, Route_Bix, died
ei
.
years developed and promoted service .will be by the Adult
Citizen and for the Inspiration tucky's Burley tobacco crop intoday at 6:45 a.m. at his home
a program entitled Youth Choir, directed by W. Rudolph
and Respect Generated during dicate it ,will be • one of the
Cook is survived by three
Appreciation
Retirement through Continuous smallest since 1958 because °f
Week,
this
Year
to
Howard, minister of music,
daughters, Mrs. Howard Jones,
bad weather during the growbe observed November 12-18, with Mrs. John Bowker as
Service."
of Dearborn, Mich., Mrs. Gene
ing
season.
This year Mrs. Jagoe has
organist and Mrs. J.D. Rayburn
Nnu
Sowell of Aurora, and Mrs.
The report, released Friday,
WHEREAS,
citizens
the
served
p.
of
as
on
county
and
area
pianist
Curtis England of Oak Park,
Calloway
have Indicated
committees for the revision of showed government burley estiMich.; four sons, Ed and Bill of
selections by the choir will be
..,
Caust.y
Dr.
Gary Marquardt
the Texas State Constituion. mates unchanged from OctoYpsilanti, Mich., O.B. of Route
a uesue '
lu itah wt`n `fir uP" "The Lord Is In His Holy
timists
in
Her name has also been placed her, when farmers in the eightexpressing
aPTemple"
and "Heralds of
Six, and a brother, Alhert of
state Burley Belt were expreciation
and
approval
the
of
3,0000 standing
Christ."
, ,
Route Three. Nineteen grand"men pected to produce 500.3 million
among
contributions
of the youth, I,
of the world.
Serving as deacon of the week
children and six great grandRobert 0. Miller, Judge, will be James A. Rogers.
Mrs. Edna Jagoe has been pounds.
children also survive.
Kentucky, which produces alCalloway
County,
therefore
privileged
to make numerous
Funeral arrangements are
The Sing.and Tell Group will
two-thirds of the nation's
most
Will
Roberts
Ray
Mrs.
proclaim
November
12-18, 1973 present special music at
and radio
duringdio a
incomplete, but friends may
burley, is expected to market
the
h
e
r
V
as
Appreciation
Youth
r
Week
in
evening
service.
Weara
past
Their
the
numbers
Education
Meeting
call at the Max Churchill Speak, Sigma Meeting
fewtei
:
se4.7 million pounds—a 22 P
Calloway County. By this acears She has also been much
er
Funeral Home after five p.m.
will be "Christ, We Do All Adore
increase from last year,
cent
Community'
The
•
y
Contmumg
*
in
demands
let
as
non,
it
be
a public speaker.
known that we Thee, "Sweet, Sweet Spirit,"
: Mrs. Ray Roberts of the
today.
•
Nursing
Education Meeting,
„re
sid
Kentucky Department of Child have faith in the ability of and „The Happy side.
ent
Many
s of this city according to the Crop and Live.
sponsored by the Murray- will remember Mrs Jagoe stock Reporting Service.
Welfare will be the speaker at today's youth as they assume
Sunday School will be held at Callowa Count Hospital, will
the meeting of the Sigma responsible roles in the future 9730
visiting in the home of. the late
U.S. Department
of ,Agricul.
a.m. and Church Tr ' '
Y
be held Tuesday,
y November 13, Mrs. Clyde Downs, who was her lure figures indicate this year's
Department of the Murray of mankind,
will be at 7:30 p.m.
Hospital
Robert 0. Mi
Woman's Club to be held
Miller
production of burley in the
color motion picture film, co
at n7ferMencpe Boominm.the
sister-in-law'
Judge, CallowayCounty "His Land,"
Monday, November 12, at 7:30
Mrs. Jagoe's topic for the eight-state region will be about
His
will be shown at
the First Baptist Church on
The Memorial Baptist Church p.m. at the club house.
Dr. Marquardt is associated evening will be "Preserving 90 million pounds below last
-Foster Children" will be the
Sunday, November 11, at five with the Houston-McDevitt America's Brand of Freedom" year. Except for a 472.6 milis continuing its services for the
.
subject of Mrs. Roberts' talk,
World Missions Con
p.m. The public is invited.
Clinic, and will be speaking on and the club extends a cordial lion-pound crop produced in
said
Fred Wells, program enceinvitation to the public to hear 1971, the current year's producMrs.fer
with missionaries speaking
Emboli."
chairman. Mrs. James H
tonight at 7•31/ p.m. and on Frank, chairman,
All community and Hospital her at 7:45 p.m. at the lion will be the smallest in 15
urges all
Murray
Branch
Of
AAUW
Sunday at 10:50 a.m, and seven
nurses are invited to attend, a University Branch of the Bank years.
members to attend.
•'More
Than
of Murray. Any questions
The average price per hunp.m.
spokesman
said.
To
Meet At Hicks' Home
Hostesses will be Mesdames Gregariousness!" will be the
concerning this meeting can be dred pounds is expected to be
Bro. Darrel E. Garner of
Donald
Keller,
Clegg
Austin,
subject of the sermon by Dr.
shr
ansou
wetred
pun
bny calling
The Murray Branch of the
the Marjorie up to about $85 this year, cornFIalaka. Malawi, will speak
McCoy,
Thomas David Roos at the 10:45 a.m. American Association of
tonight (Saturday i at 7:30 p.m. Allen
pared with $79.18 per hunMurray.
The speaker on Thursday was Etopkings, kW. Simmons, Jr., services on Sunday, November University Women will meet
dredweight last year.
George
Ed
Waldrop,
and
Gary 11, at the First Christian Tuesday, November 17, at 7:30
Jim C. Dillard of Nyeri, Kenya,
Kentucky's soybean estimate
Marquardt.
Church. His scripture will be p.m. at the home of Melodean
and on Friday was LeRoy W.
dropped from the October forefrom Acts. 2:40-47.
Hicks at Hardin.
Raley of Sulphur, Okla.
cast Current expectations are
Bro John Dale will be
•
The Chancel Choir, directed
Miss Clara Eagle will be in
The speaker Sunday morning
still for a record crop of 28,250,speaking at the 10:40 a.m. and
Leonard Whitrner, with charge of the program on the
by
Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr., 000 bushels—about 4 per cent
will be Rev. John E. Duncan of
six p.m. services at the Seventh
Gary Galloway as organist, will subject, "Women: Searching
Columbiana, Ala.. and the
and Poplar Church of Christ on minister of the First United below the October estimate.
sing the anthem, "Ahnighey For Self." All members are
Methodist Church, will speak on
Sunday evening speaker will be
Sunday, November 11.
Dacco
rk toba
estimates for
members of the Calloway God, Who Hast Given Us urged to attend.
Rev. Paul Coffey of Masury,
His morning sermon topic wW the subject, "No Escape From Kentucky remained unchanged
Grace"
County Council on Drug
Ohio.
be "Finding Fulfillment" life' at the 8.45
- and 10.50
- a - m• from the October figures. Dark
Walter Apperson will be the
services on Sunday. November fire-cured
Special music by the choir on Education will view a film,
reading
the
Smith
Orien
with
type 22 is expected to
Sunday morning will be the "The First MO Years," at its worship leader and Mark and
at the church.
scripture from Philippians 4:4- 11;,,,_
about 8-8 million Pc
be
Paul
'
Austin
7.
the
will
unds,
candle
be
prayers
be
led by Don
hymn,"So Send! You." Special regular meeting Tuesday,
ma scripture will be read while dark
will
fire-cured type 23 is
from
Matthew
6:25-34.
music will also be presented at November 13, at 730 p.m. at the lighters. Elders will be Harlan
Church
•
likely to total 4,640,000 pounds.
The University Church of Maley and James Bogard.
School will be held between the
home of
Willard Ails, 1610 Hodges and John Pasco.
the evening services.
One sucker tobacco is foreChrist
will
Deacons
its
hold
regular
deaconesses
and
will
The
six
P.m.
tonic
will be morning services.
Keenland.
cast
to reach 6,970,000 pounds,
-Fulfillment
Thru
Humility"
Armin
worship
services
be Dr. Clegg Austin, Dr
on Sunday,
The United Methodist Youth
NAMES OMITTED
while Green River is forecast
Anyone interested in the work
with the scripture from Luke Fellowship will have a
Two students who made the of the Drug Council is invited. Clark, Richard Cullom, Mrs. November 11, at 1030 a.m. and
chili at 4,375,000 pounds.
147-11 to be read by Don supper at the church
from five
honor roll during the last The film to be shown was made Richard Greer, Michael Holton, SIX P.m. :-'s-.
Winchester.
Wilson
Hughes
Bro.
Hollis
will
Miller
Davy H
be
• , Oren Hull, Bill
and to seven p.m. on Sunday. The
grading period at Murray High available to the drug
council by Maryin, D. Taylor.and Voris speeaking at both services. At Huie Salter will lead in prayers. cost will
BOUNCING BABY
be $1.25 per person
School were inadvertently Anheuser-Busch, Inc_
Justin Walker, 2 years old,
Wells. Greeters will be Mrs. the morning worship Period the 'Tommy
omitted from the list supplied
Carraway will make with the money being used to
has survived a fall from a
Winners of the recent bumper John Bennett, Miss Ruth Tit- scripture will be read by John the announcements and
by the school that was published
Josiah supplement the church youth
third-story apartment window
sworth, and Mr. and Mrs. Steve Nanny and prayers will be led t.)
sticker
slogan
campaign
will
be
program
in the Ledger & T.
expenses.
ar
nall wson
ill direct the g
. The
,
.
in Kingsthorpe Close in Enby James Lawson and E.C. „rvice.,
The Executive Committee of
honor roll students are Cindy announced at the meeting. Shaw_
gland,•
sustaining only a
Wallin.
Flowers
will
memory
of
be
Presentation
in
of awards will be
the United Methodist Men will
Boyd. a senior, and Kelly
•
broken leg, cuts and bruises
Bible Study will be held at meet '
made at the December meeting. 0.H Holland by Preston
Bible Study will be held at
Sunday at four pm. in the
Williams. a freshman
_ cNs
9:40 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
Holland
church parlor.

Jim Cook Dies
Today At His Home

-The Transforming Friend.
ship" will be the sermon topic
for this Sunday by Rev. Chuck
Moffett, pastor of the First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets. The Scripture
readings will be from Isiah 53:412, and John 157-17.
The adult choir, under the
direction of Dr. Carl Mowery,
will sing the anthem, "Lo, A
Voice To Heaven Sounding" by
Bortinansey, and the offertory •
anthem. •To God On High" by
Decius.
The public is cordially invited
to attend church school classes
at 930 a.m. and the service of
worship at 10:45 a.m. A nursery
is provided.

.,

Dr. Gary Marquardt
Is Speaker, Nurses

Missionaries At
Memorial Church

Sermon Topic Is
Given For Sunday
At First Church

"Pulmonary

Church Of Christ
To Hear Bro. Dale

Drug Council To
See Film At Meet

Dr. Fisher Gives
Hiss Sermon Topic

Hollis Miller To
Speak At Services

Inaugural. .

C

(Continued from Page 1)
president of the Stude
Government Association; a
rDerr.lrese
Mn
.tDa.tivH
eatossthe
ell,unifvae
crs
uli
board of regents.
Doran will officially inst.
Curris into office as he places
the
silver
presidenti al
medallion around the neck of
the 32-year old new preside(
Rev. Roy Roberson, pastor of
the First Christian Church of
Morehead, will deliver t.he
invocation, and the Univere ty
Choir under the direction of
prof Robert Haar will si
ng
„God Be
In My Head" as the
benediction.
A highlight of the inaugw al
program will be the first pl formance of an original CO1rnposition by Paul W. Sham n.
Shahan, director of bands at
Murray State, will conduct the
. onietta in the playing
Wind SIM
of „in All Tbe.._ ,
re is ,lefajesty
The calendar of events for the
occasion begins on inauguration
.eve with an admission-fr
ee
.
Inaugural concert featuring the
68 voice University Ch( ir
conducted by Bear and the :
piece Brass Choir under the
direction of Dr. Carl D.
Mowery, Jr., and David G.
Elliott. The concert will begin at
8:30 p.m. in the Univers ty
Theatre of the Price Doyle Fi
Arts Center.
Curris will be the featured
speaker at a noon Iwicheon
preceding
the
inaugur al
ceremony on Monday. T he
luncheon in the ballroom of the
Waterfield Student Union
•
is by invitation on
Building
Others on the luncheon
program will be Dr. Thomas B.
.
Hogancamp, vice-president I or
administrative affairs who a 11
'
deliver the invocation,
a.nd
Sparks, president emeriti
w will preside.
A reception will be held al
p.m. for
in the
Hall
thoselobby of Ordw ay
who attend the
inaugural ceremony. Besie es
in

Carr
the tarecth
eoicaeinw
g haliw
ne
ill aitiijl
ldu de
Governor and Mrs. Ford, I
and Mrs. Stahr, Mr. and M:rs
Hood and Mr. and Mrs. Dori
A special inaugural ball I or
students in the ballroom ofthe
Waterfield Student Union
Building from 8 p.m. to 1 a.:in
will wind up me schedule of
,
inaugural
events. The Odysso y,
a Nashville group, will provide
the music.
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FOR THOSE YOU LOVE..
OR FOR YOURSELF...
TO BE CHERISHED
A LIFETIME!
14KT. GOLD
CROSS & CHAIN
ONLY $1495

to
pars
Bo

pare
San
sets
"Tw
horn
In
told
hay
late

14KT. GOLD
"HANDS IN PRAYER"
& CHAIN

superbly detailed and precision
chased. Gold chain 18"
long
,

lift

ONLY $1995

Reproduction of an art masterpiece with
complete fidelity to the original. Gold chain 18" long.

Cha
vol
aga
auc

ORDER TODAY! SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

HOUSE OF RELIGIOUS ARTIFACTS
44 Court Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201

Lijnited rrtitile
Comei
o1NhpaRtItc
heES
oP
f $29
ECI.
.
A5
L and
Cs Ndtlbo
Offer.

Quantity
Quantity.

SAVE$4.95

This is a very special opportunity to give some loved one, a significant gift; one
they'll remember you by daily' And because we are EXCLUSIVE direct-by-mail
selling agents, salesman's commissions, wholesaler's and retailer's profits are
eliminated, big savings are passed on to you! Order several and take advantage
of the SPECIAL COMBINATION PRICE of $29.95 for both, and SAVE $4•95!
Items enlarged to show detail
Give for Christmas, anniversaries, birthdays, to relatives, friends, and to yourself.

Quantity

14 Kt. Gold "Cross" &Chain at $14.95
14 Kt.Gold "Hands in Prayer"&Chain
at $19.95
Combination Offer at $29.95 for both.

---Eiielosed Check fl
(Please Print)
•
Name

Money 0id- er
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State
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ton'
day
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low

Zip

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

